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Abstract

In recent years there has been an increase in the study of outstanding leaders 
and the differences between outstanding leaders of different types and orientations. 
Very few studies, however, have been performed regarding how these outstanding 
leaders interact with their followers. The present study uses biographical information 
fbr 120 outstanding leaders and evaluates their relationships with their close followers 
based on normative and higher-level leader-member exchange (LMX) dimensions. 
Differences were found fbr the normative dimensions fbr leader orientation 
(socialized vs. personalized) with socialized leaders typically exhibiting better close 
fbllower interactions. Differences were fbund fbr the higher-level dimensions fbr 
both leader orientation and leader style (ideological, charismatic, and pragmatic) with 
socialized and ideological leaders typically exhibiting better close fbllower 
interactions. These differences and implications fbr the study of outstanding 
leadership are discussed.
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Franklin Delano Roosevelt is considered by many to be one of the greatest 

leaders of the 20^ century. As the 32°̂  President of the United States, not only did he 

bring his country out of the Great Depression through programs such as the New Deal 

and the Civilian Conservation Corps, his charisma and vision served to motivate and 

inspire his followers across the country in a time of great need. However, while FDR 

was undoubtedly an outstanding leader in his own right, it is inqxntant to recognize 

that his accomplishments may have never have been realized if not fbr his 

interactions with and the devotion of a few key close followers. These followers, 

while many may not know their names, served as close advisors and lieutenants and 

were, in part, responsible fbr assisting FDR in the development and implementation 

of his programs.

In recent years, an increasing amount of attention has been paid to the 

inqwrtance of studying outstanding leadership and how outstanding leaders, such as 

FDR, function within organizations (Strange & Mumfbrd, 2002; Mum&rd & Van 

Doom, 2001; House, 1977; Conger & Kanungo, 1987). However, very little research 

has been performed regarding the interactions of outstanding leaders with their very 

close fbllowers as opposed to their general constituency. The intent of this study is to 

explore these interactions and relationships and determine how diSerent types of 

outstanding leaders work with their close fbllowers toward a more productive term of 

leadership.

Theories of Outstanding Leadership

Over the past 30 years, the concept of outstanding leadership has been of 

particular interest to researchers. As a result of this interest, several theories have



emerged to describe this phenomenon (House, 1995; Conger & Kanungo, 1987; Bass, 

1997). Much of the recent literature concerning outstanding leaders has focused on 

charismatic and transformational leaders. However, recent theories of pragmatic and 

ideological leadership have brought the concept of more problem- or belief-oriented 

outstanding leaders to the fbre&ont (Mumfbrd & Van Doom, 2001 ; Strange & 

Mumfbrd, 2002). While these theories account fbr outstanding leadership in very 

diSerent ways and have very differing positive and negative aspects, they have all 

illustrated that through their varying tactics, outstanding leaders have a profbund 

effect on organizations.

Msion and CAahsTnatic leaders

Nature and perfbrmance o f  type; Charismatic leaders provide a convincing 

vision of the future fbr fbllowers and their organization and provide fbllowers with 

motivation (Yukl, 2002; House & Howell, 1992). This vision is the driving force 

behind their leadership and they are able to affect profbund change by communicating 

with their fbllowers in language that is based on this vision (House, 1977).

Charismatic leaders construct their vision thmugh social feedback and their personal 

reflection on perceived social needs, resulting in an strong belief in this vision, 

conq)lete conhdence in it, and the ability to convey the vision to their fbllowers 

(Mumfbrd & Strange, 2002).

Several studies have illustrated that charismatic leadership and the use of 

charismatic behaviors will often lead to improved organizational perfbrmance and 

effectiveness. In two studies using information such as inaugural addresses or 

descriptions of former United States presidents, results demonstrated that consistent



with House's (1977) theory, presidents classiGed as charismatic used more direct 

action to deal with problems and were more associated with high pei&rmance 

(House, Spangler, & Woycke, 1991; Deluga, 2001). Additionally, a meta-analysis o f 

39 studies using the MLQ fbund the dimension of charisma was generally related to 

leader eSectiveness and correlated very strongly with elective leadership (Lowe, 

Kroeck, & Sivasubmaraniam, 1996).

Empirical studies testing House's theory demonstrated that subordinates of 

managers who exhibit charismatic traits such as vision articulation, desirable behavior 

modeling, and communication of high perfbrmance expectations trusted their 

managers more, had more loyalty toward their manager, and exhibited more 

organizational citizenship behaviors (PodsakofL Mackenzie, Moorman, & Fetter, 

1990). Several other studies o f vision and charismatic leadership have shown that 

articulation of a vision is positively related to various indices of organizational 

perfbrmance (Deluga, 2001; Kirlq)atrick & Locke, 1996; Lowe, Kroeck, & 

Sivasubramaniam, 1996). In general, these studies have all illustrated that 

charismatic leaders enable their organizations to achieve more than would a more 

"run-of-the-mill" leader.

Kev characteristics: Several characteristics enable charismatic leaders to 

stand out &om others as outstanding leaders. However, the most important 

characteristic of a charismatic leader is that they will strongly advocate a vision that is 

not too radical, but calls for change while playing on ideas already present in the 

follower group (House, 1977). Once identifying this vision, the leader will act in 

unconventional and irmovative ways to obtain it. Additionally, charismatic leaders



have a high degree of self-conGdence, a strong need fbr power, and a strong belief in 

their vision. Without these traits, it is unlikely that die leader will be able to influence 

his AiUowers in any meaningful way (Conger & Kunungo, 1987).

In addition to a strong vision fbr the future, several other key characteristics 

set charismatic leaders f̂ iart from their less outstanding counterparts and several 

theories have emerged over time to describe these unique aspects of charismatic 

leadership. Among these characteristics include very strong convictions and energy 

and a profbund efkct on the fallowers (Conger, 1989; House, 1977). The followers 

will accept the leader without question, feel emotionally attached to the leader, and 

believe strongly in that leader's professed vision. Additionally, charismatic leaders 

will exhibit a strong need fbr power and use their influence over people to gain this 

power.

Relationships and influence: Charismatic leaders have been shown to 

influence their fbllowers fbr the good of the organization. By leading the fbllowers in 

a way that strives toward the attainment of the vision, charismatic leaders will have a 

profound effect on their fbllowers and they will accept the leader without question.

To do this, the leader will fbcus on motivating the fbllower by establishing and 

afGrming a sense of identity fbr the fbllowers and tying their self-concepts to the 

goals and experiences of the group. This, in turn, will create a collective identity 

among the followers and heighten both individual and collective self-efBcacy. 

Additionally, charismatic leaders will change the nature of work so that it appears 

meaningful and correct by de-emphasizing the extrinsic rewards and focusing on the



intrinsic. The rewards of the fbllowers become group membership, self-worth, and 

self-efBcacy. (Shamir, House, & Arthur, 1993; House, 1977)

The charismatic leader will also influence their fbllowers through behavioral 

role modeling, impression management, and through the followers' internalization of 

the leader's belief and values (Yukl, 2002). Through these tactics, the leader is able 

to influence their close fbllowers and elicit increased devotion hom them. 

Additionally, the leader will influence fbllowers through personal identihcation, 

which is based on the fbllower's desire to please and imitate their leader (Conger & 

Kanungo, 1987).

Nature and perfbrmance of type: Strange and Mumfbrd (2002), through a 

study of historical outstanding leaders, developed the basis fbr another type of 

outstanding leadership: ideological leadership. Ideological leadership is similar to 

charismatic leadership in that both use a strong vision to gain followers and guide 

their organization, but they develop their vision through their own personal values 

and standards. The result is a vision relating to a specific set of beliefs. Ideological 

leadership is also characterized by high performance fbr their organizations perhtgos 

due to the presence of this vision (Mumfbrd and Strange, 2001; Post, Ruby, & Shaw, 

2002).

Kev characteristics  ̂ Ideological leaders exhibit four key characteristics that 

distinguish them 6om charismatic leaders: 1) the leader has a limited set o f extreme, 

consistent, strongly held beliefs and values, 2) the leader is inflexible about his 

belieWvalues and will stay committed to them throughout his leadership, 3) the



leader's belie6/values determine the goals deiGned fbr the organization, and 4) 

leadership occurs though articulation and action in the leader's belie&/values as 

opposed to charisma, intellectual stimulation, and vision construction. In addition to 

these core ideological characteristics, ideological leadership is also characterized by 

communication emphasizing the leader's belie6 and values and a strong propensity 

j&r self-sacriGce fbr his ideas (Strange & Mumfbrd, 2002)

Relationships and influence: As the concept of ideological leaders is only 

recently receiving more attention, little enq)irical data has been collected regarding 

the leaders' relationships and influences on fbllowers. In their study, however. 

Strange and Mumfbrd (2002) described the ideological leader as one that would take 

no personal interest in a fbllower unless they are of use to him and will constantly 

push their belief and values on those around them. The leader will be highly 

selective in who they allow to become a close associate and will only ^>peal to those 

people \%iio have the same belie6 and values.

While there is a distinct lack of research on ideological leaders, theories 

abound concerning the interactional styles of various types of 6natical, religious, or 

terrorist leaders that some might consider ideological (Hofkr, 1952; Post, 1997). 

These theories describe the fbllowers of ideological leaders to be those who believe 

very strongly in the leader's vision fbr the organization and if challenged and will 

de&nd the leader and the vision, even to the point of self-sacrihce. However, these 

fbllowers are generally dispensable and the leader will not hesitate to exile them hom 

the organization if  they are fbund to question the leader's belief and values.



Nature and performance n f type: Mum&rd and Van Doom (2001) suggest 

that theories of outstanding leadership should not be limited to visionary leaders and 

could fbcus more on day-to-day leader perfbrmance. Through an analysis o f multiple 

cases of leadership evidenced in Benjamin Franklin, they demonstrate that 

outstanding leadership can be attained through a pragmatic approach that ^rpeals to 

an organizational interest in the common good. To do this, pragmatic leaders will 

observe the organization, analyze identiGed problems, and then develop and 

implement a strategy fbr solving the problem. While there is very little evidence 

regarding the perfbrmance of pragmatic leaders, there is some evidence that a 

distinction exists between pragmatic and other types of outstanding leaders.

Kev characteristics: Pragmatic leaders, due to their knowledge and sensitivity 

to practical problems that face the organization, will actively search for solutions to 

these problems and will focus on addressing problems and possible solutions rather 

than appealing to followers through identity and personal meaning. Instead of 

providing a promising vision fbr the future, pragmatic leaders wül concentrate on 

practical needs. In order to accomplish this, the leader will know a great deal about 

everyday problems presented to the organization. Upon identifying these problems, 

the leader will actively seek out ways in which to solve them, thus solving signiGcant 

organizaGonal problems through analysis of organizaGonal requirements and 

constraints (Mumfard & Van Doom, 2001).

Relationships and inGuence: The exchange processes of pragmaGc leaders 

diGer signiGcantly Gom those of the charismaGc or ideological leaders (Mumfbrd & 

Van Doom, 2001). Since their main fbcus is on social utility and the solving of



oveniding problems, they do not present a vision fbr overall organizational success to 

their fbllowers and take actions based on this vision. As a result, they are less likely 

to receive the &llower acclaim that other outstanding leaders enjoy (e.g. Benjamin 

Franklin vs. Thomas JeSerson).

Pragmatic leaders employ many tactics to influence fbllowers. First, 

pragmatic leaders wül use elite social relationships to set their plan in motion.

Second, they will appeal to existing shared values and effectively communicate the 

merits of their solution to their fbllowers. Third, they will use demonstration projects 

to persuade and negotiate with fbllowers. Additionally, the pragmatic leader will 

eSectively lay out paths to goals in a way that will evoke very little affective debate 

on the subject that they are addressing (Mum6)rd& Van Doom, 2001). 

jbcmfizaf vs. personuZrzef/ ZewZersAfp

Nature of socialized and personalized leadership: Studies focusing on 

historical leaders have led to the observation that both positive and negative aspects 

of outstanding leadership exist, giving rise to two distinct types of affective 

orientation: socialized and personalized (Conger, 1989; House & Howell, 1992; 

Strange & Mumfbrd, 2002). This distinction in leader orientation arose from the idea 

that leaders will react to organizational problems in one of two ways: in terms of their 

own needs or those of the organization (O'Connor, Mumfbrd, Clifton, Gessner, & 

Connelly, 1995; McClelland, 1975). Those who act in terms of their own needs often 

have disastrous consequences and are termed "personalized" leaders. Those who act 

in terms of the organization have markedly better consequences and are "socialized" 

leaders.



Per&rmance Effects: The differences between socialized and personalized 

leaders result in vast difkrences in organizational perfbrmance. In their study of 

historical ideological and charismatic leaders, Strange and Mumfbrd (2002) identiûed 

organizational perfbrmance outcomes fbr 60 leaders and compared these outcomes 

across affective orientation. Their analyses demonstrated that socialized leaders 

outperfbrmed personalized leaders in terms of contribution to society, speciGc 

numbers of positive contributions, and follower maintenance of the vision after the 

leader was out of power. Personalized leaders had an increased number of negative 

contributions to society, very little overall contribution to society, and their vision 

was less likely to be maintained after their 6116om power. These findings were 

consistent with several other studies Gnding that socialized leaders generally have 

more stable, successful organizations than personalized leaders (O'Connor, Miunfbrd, 

Clifton, Gessner, & Connelly, 1995).

Kev Characteristics: Personalized leaders emphasize follower devotion and 

look upon their term of leadership as a means to gain power. Their decisions will 

tend towards personal glorification and the vision, in the case of charismatic and 

ideological leaders, may be arbitrarily changed to serve the leader's personal 

objectives. Not only are they narcissistic and authoritarian, they only hold goals that 

reflect their own self-interests often act in ways that are to the detriment of the 

organization to help themselves. Follower needs are merely a means to achieve their 

interests and they disregard es6blished and legitimate channels of authority as well as 

the rights and feelings of others (Conger & Kanungo, 1989).



Socialized leaders, however, are more achievement-oriented and create a high 

performing organization. Their leadership style is based on egalitarian behavior, 

empowers followers, and provides a vision that is based on collective identity rather 

than the self-interest of the leader (Yukl, 2002). Additionally, these leaders will be 

highly motivated to maximize the gains fbr the organization rather than fbr 

themselves and due to this desire to serve the organization, socialized leaders seem to 

consistently outperfbrm personalized leaders.

Leader-Member Exchange

Leader-member exchange (LMX) theory describes the role-making processes 

between a leader and a subordinate and more speciScally, how leaders develop 

different relationships with different subordinates. Additionally, LMX describes 

how leadas and followers influence each other, how their relationships change over 

time, and how they negotiate the fbllower's role in the organization (Graen & Uhl- 

Bien, 1995). According to the theory, LMX relationships of high quality are 

characterized by trust, respect, rewards, mutual obligation, loyalty, and influence and 

are mediated by leader/fbllower value congruence and various demographic 

influences (House & Aditya, 1998; Steiner, 1988; Green, Anderson, & Shivers,

1996).

Graen and Cashman (1975) Erst conceptualized the basic premise ofLMX in 

the fbrm of Vertical Dyadic Linkage Theory (VDL). VDL observed that fbllowers 

have difkrentiated relationships with leaders and that these relationships result in the 

fbllower being part of an in-group or an out-group. The in-group consists o f a group 

of people close to the leader with whom they share a positive relationship. These

10



6)Uowers are the most likely to be promoted, consulted with, and he^)ed by leader. 

On the other hand, the out-group consists of people with whom the leader has a 

negative relationship. In these relationships, there is a low level o f mutual influence 

and the subordinate only receives standard beneGts such as salary. These dif&rences 

in the relationships o f subordinates have been shown to lead to performance 

diSerences between die subordinates.

Graen and his colleagues (Graen, Scandura, and Graen, 1986; Graen & Uhl- 

Bien, 1995) went on to further examine the relationship of the leader and the in-group 

members. They determined that the basis for these high exchange relationships are 

based on the leader's control over desirable outcomes such as interesting assignments, 

participative decision-making, tangible rewards, and personal support and fqiproval. 

These relationships develop gradually over a period of time through reciprocal 

reinforcement of leader and fbllower behavior and eventually results in a relationship 

characterized by mutual dependence and respect, loyalty, and support.

With regard to individual perfbrmance, several studies have determined that 

high LMX relationships increase the perfbrmance of fbllowers (Howell & Hall- 

Merenda, 1999; Liden, Wayne, & Stilwell 1993; Gerstner & Day, 1997). However, 

several studies o f LMX have shown mixed results with regard to groiq) performance. 

While the size of the workgroup may have a negative efkct with LMX, the research 

generally indicates that in groups where there is a high level of LMX, the members 

are more likely to be more satisGed, more cohesive, and more committed to 

remaining in the group (Dansereau, Graen & Haga, 1975; Schriesheim, Cogliser, & 

Neider, 1998). AddiGonally, Cogliser and Schriesheim (2000) fbund that contextual

11



Actors such as group cohesiveness, organizational climate, and leader power were all 

related to LMX quality.

The introduction of Leader-Member Exchange Theory was a great leap from 

previous theories o f leadership, which largely focused on the belief that leaders would 

treat leaders basically the same with an "average leadership style" (Dancereau, 

Cashman, & Graen, 1973). However, while LMX has brought the study of leadership 

into a new era, there continue to be several drawbacks to the theory. First, in the past 

there has been little agreement as to what LMX is or how it should be measured, 

resulting in several different measures and scales used in studies ofLMX. Second, 

the issue of potential multidimensionality ofLMX has been raised by several 

researchers (Gerstner & Day, 1997; Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995; Howell & Hall- 

Merenda, 1999; Dienisch & Liden, 1986). Third, and most important to the present 

study, the Geld studies that have been performed concerning LMX have focused 

largely on groups of middle managers and Grst-line supervisors, leaving one to 

questions how higher-level managers and leaders interact with their fbllowers and if  

they interact differently than lower-level managers (Deluga, 1994; Green, Blank, & 

Liden, 1983).

While a m^ority of the research concerning LMX has focused on lower- and 

mid-level managers, some have theorized a possible relationship between 

transformational leadership and leader-member exchange (Gerstner & Day, 1997; 

Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995). One of the few studies looking at the relationship between 

LMX and transformational outstanding leadership fbund the two to be positively

12



correlated, but at dif&rent levels given close or distant geographical distance (Howell 

& Hall-Merenda, 1999). This research is important because it illustrates that 

outstanding leaders do exhibit qualities ofLMX relationships with their followers. 

However, this study and others do not provide evidence fbr differences between 

transformational leaders and other types of outstanding leaders, such as charismatic 

and ideological.

As stated before, most LMX research has illustrated the qualities ofLMX in

lower-level leaders and their subordinates (Graen & Uhl-Bein, 1995; Schreisheim,

Castro, & Cogliser, 1999). Based on this research, one might assume that if lower-

level leaders are able to exhibit these behaviors, then outstanding ones might also

exhibit these behaviors regardless of style. Rather, since LMX behaviors lead to

better perfbrmance and a leader's orientation also leads to perfbrmance diSerences,

diSerences in the exhibition of leader-member exchange behaviors might be more

e;q)ected when leader orientation (socialized and personalized) is taken into account.

These assumptions lead us to our first two propositions:

Proposition One: There will not be diSerences in the exhibition of 
leader-member exchange behaviors based on the outstanding leader.

Proposition Two: Differences in the exhibition of leader-member 
exchange behaviors will be due to the orientation of the outstanding 
leader.

Leader-member excbanpe at a high level

With a few exceptions, studies ofLMX in the past have largely fbcused on the 

interactions of lower- and mid-level managers with their subordinates. While these 

studies have oSered a wealth of knowledge about how leaders differentiate and 

interact widi their fbllowers, some question still remains as to how very high-level

13



leaders, outstanding leaders, interact with their close 6)llowers. Upon hrst look, it 

may sean as if outstanding leaders would follow the same principles set forth by 

LMX theory, but previous theories of LMX have not been hamed in terms of 

outstanding leadership and some key diSerences that exist between mid- and high- 

level leaders may make a diSerence in their interactional style.

As explained before, outstanding leaders manifest key characteristics that set 

them apart 6om non-outstanding leaders in terms of organizational perbrmance 

(Mumfbrd & Strange, 2002; House, 1977; Jaques, 1976). These same diSerences, 

along with the nature of the organizations run by outstanding leaders, lead to a &w 

key differences in leader-fbllower interactions. First, the time Aame in which the 

leader and fbllower interact is much longer than that of the typical 

manager/subordinate relatibnship. While lower-level leadarsmay only interact with 

their fbllowers hom a 6w  months to years before changing jobs or getting promoted, 

outstanding leaders are often in power fbr a longer period of time or had contact with 

their close fbllower before ever obtaining power. The second key point that 

differentiates outstanding leader interactions is that their close followers have a great 

deal of power themselves and will often run a sub-organization within the main 

organization, as opposed to the small amount of power often afforded to the 

subordinates of lower-level leaders. Third, and resulting fom  the degree of power 

they often have, the close followers of outstanding leaders may eryoy a degree of 

joint leadership with the outstanding leader. By virtue of their relationship with the 

leader, they wiU serve as close advisors and often have the authority to make key 

organizational decisions without even consulting the leader beforehand.

14



Due to these key differences between outstanding leaders and their less 

outstanding counterparts, several higher-level interactional variables may anerge in 

addition to the generally accepted normative LMX variables. These variables may 

include more collegial interaction, competition management, and the fbllower's 

maintenance of their own sub-organization and imply a relationship vastly different 

&om those discussed in research regarding LMX. Rather than reflect on the 

611ower's role as subordinate, these variables fbcus more on the Allower's role as 

advisor to the leader (Jaques, 1976; Mintzberg, 1979).

In addition to the notion that these higher-level variables may exist, there may

be some evidence that outstanding leaders will differ on these higher-level variables

(Jaques, 1976; Mumfbrd et al, 2002). For one, outstanding leaders can differ on

orientation, with some socialized and some personalized. As with the normative

variables, one might expect some difference due to orientation fbr higher-level

variables as well fbr the very same reason -  orientation influences perfbrmance. This

leads us to our third proposition:

Proposition Three: Outstanding leaders will vary on their exhibition of 
higher-level behaviors depending on their orientation (socialized, 
personalized).

In addition to differences in higher-level behaviors based on orientation, there 

may also be some reason to suspect that outstanding leaders will differ in higher-level 

behaviors base on their leadership style. While we earlier posited that there would be 

no differences in normative LMX behaviors since they are behaviors that all leaders 

who attain the status of "outstanding" should be able to perfbrm with ease, this may 

not necessarily hold true fbr higher-level behaviors. Additionally, outstanding leaders 

may use these interactional behaviors in different ways based on their leadership

15



style. For instance, ideological and charismatic leaders run their organizations

according to a vision based on a positive future state or a set o f belief and values.

Their vision may determine how their organization is structured, their level of

organizational involvement, and even the close fbllowers that they choose. As a

result of their vision, they may treat fbllowers differently or be more involved with

them than a pragmatic leader might and use the higher-level behaviors to a greater

degree. A pragmatic leader, on the other hand, might not exhibit higher-level

behaviors to a great degree based on their need to stay in the background and solve

organizational problems. This leads us to our fburth proposition:

Proposition Four: Outstanding leaders will vary on their exhibition of 
higher-level behaviors depending on their leadership s^le (ideological, 
charismatic, pragmatic)

METHOD

Sample

A sample of 120 historically notable leaders was used to test these 

propositions. All leaders included in this sanqile were selected under fbur primary 

limitations. First, the leader was required to fall into one of the six groupings fbr this 

study based on previous research or agreement by three independent raters. Second, 

an academic biography, in English, was required to be available Air the leader that 

emphasized factual behavioral content, particularly those concerning leader/fbllower 

relationships. Third, all leaders included in this sample were required to have 

achieved power sometime during the 20^ century due to the need Air objective, 

veriAable biogr^hical material.
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Upon identifying these criteria, general history texts and biographical web 

sites were reviewed to identify leaders who might be included in this sample. Based 

on this review, 221 leaders were identiGed. A review of available summary 

information was then used to classify leaders into a set of a priori leadership style 

categories following die procedures utilized by Strange and Mumfbrd (2002). The 

first set of categories reflected the charismatic/ideological/pragmatic distinction. 

Leaders were classiGed as ideological if they displayed a vision consistent with a set 

of strongly held personal belief and values. Leaders were classiGed as charismaGc if  

they evidenced a future-oriented vision stressing the need for change. Leaders were 

classiGed as pragmaGc if they used their knowledge to solve organizaGonal problems, 

but did not qipear to have an overarching vision for their organi^Gon. All leaders 

were also classiGed as socialized of personalized using the procedures appGed by 

O'Connor, Mumfbrd, Clifton, Gessner, & Connelly (1995). Table 1 provides a listing 

of the leaders included in this sanqile and their a pnon style and orientaGon 

classifications.

Based on these criteria, 120 leaders were selected fbr examinaGon in the 

present study, along with 20 more leaders to be set aside and used in the event that a 

suitable biography could not be found fbr the original set of 120 leaders. These 

leaders were selected under the constraint that 20 leaders would be selected that lay in 

each of the six categones deGned by leader type (charismaGc, ideological, or 

pragmaGc) and leader orientaGon (socialized or personalized). In selecting this Gnal 

set of leaders an attempt was made to cover leadership as exhibited in the business, 

poliGcal, military, and religious arenas. Due to the nature of the available sangle.
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most of the leaders identiSed were male. Evidence for the validity of this 

classiScation procedure was obtained by comparing the socialized and personalized 

leaders as well as charismatic and ideological leaders selected for the present study 

with those selected in previous studies (O'Connor et al, 1995; Strange & Mumfbrd, 

2002). The observed oveiiq) was sufBcient to suggest that the criteria described 

above resulted in a viable classiGcation of sample members.

Preparation of Biographies

Upon selection of the sample, academic biographies were chosen for each 

leader. Biographies were selected har each leader that met the following criteria: 1) 

the biogrq)hy must be Actually-based and subjected to scholarly review before 

publication; 2) the biography must have received Avorable academic reviews; and 3) 

the biography must include a prologue or epilogue in which the leader's 

accomplishments were reviewed and inArmation pertaining to the leader's close 

followers and their interactions. In addition to ensuring that the biographies selected 

met these standards, three researchers also screened the biographies to assure similar 

writing style and length. Upon determining that the biographies did meet the required 

standards, one was selected for each leader. See Appendix 1 for a list of biogr^hies 

used in diis study.

To select the sections of die biography to be coded, three graduate student 

judges identiGed the time period when the leader was at his or her highest point of 

power based on consensus agreement. From the identiGed section of the biography, 

the judges selected the three closest followers based on a preliminary scan of the 

material. A close follower was deGned as a person holding a high ofGcial or
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unoGGcial place in the leader's organization with which the leader 6equently 

interacted. If three close followers could not be identiSed, the leader was replaced by 

a leader previously set aside.

Once the three followers were selected &r each leader, the index of each 

biography was consulted to determine the pages in the identified section that 

mentioned or detailed the actions of the three followers. A judge then selected the 

paragraphs on the pages indicated in the index of the biography where a meaningful 

interaction took place between the leader and the follower. A "meaningful 

interaction" was deSned as an incident when the leader and the follower had a 

conversation or die author of the biogrqihy recounted the nature of the relationship 

between the leader and the follower. Examples of typical meaningful interactions 

may be found in Figure 1. Typically, 8 to 10 meaninghd intèràctimis were identiGed 

for each follower in the biography of a leader. A reliability check indicated an 85% 

agreement for 12 of the 120 biographies (10%) across three judges for meaningful 

interactions between leaders and followers. The remaining biographies were divided 

among two of the judges and meaningful AiUower interactions were selected for the 

other 108 leaders.

Content Coding of Biographies

Three sets of rating scales were constructed by which judges would evaluate 

the meaningful interactions of the leaders and their AUowers. The Grst set o f scales 

was based on previous dimensions identiGed in the leader-member exchange 

literature (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995; Gerstner & Day, 1997) in an effort to determine 

if  outstanding leader interact with their followers in the same way described in
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previous theories of LMX. These normative dimensions included: 1) Attitudinal 

Similarity; 2) Loyalty; 3) Level of Trust; 4) Rewards; 5) Communication Style; 6) 

Relationship Stability; 7) Contact; 8) Collaboration; 9) Decision-making 

Participation; 10) Mutual Influence; 11) Work Autonomy; 12) Woik Negotiation; 13) 

Efibrt; 14) Follower Innovation and Usefulness; 15) Follower Performance; and 16) 

Contractual Obligation. A sanq)le rating scale is presented in Figure 2 and the 

additional rating scales associated with each of the dimensions may be viewed in 

Appendix 2.

The second set of dimensions was designed based on literature pertaining to 

bureaucracy and high-level leaders (Jaques, 1976; Buchen, 2001) to determine new 

ways in which outstanding leaders interact with their followers. These higher-level 

dimensions include: 1) Functional Autonomy; 2) Collegial Interaction; 3) Conflict 

Resolution; 4) Conq)etition Management; 5) Sub-Organization Maintenance; 6) 

Respect for Subordinate Power Base; 7) Recognition of Representation 

Requirements; 8) Advisory Influence; 9) Dissemination ofLeader Views; 10) 

Negotiation within System Structure; 11) Maintenance of Group Working 

Relationship; 12) Demonstration of System Commitment Requirements; 13) 

Adherence to the Normative Process; 14) Consensual Growth Creation; 15) 

Collaborative Issues Structure; 16) Overall Follower Influence; and 17) Overall 

Lead^ Influence. A sangle rating scale is presented in Figure 2 and the additional 

rating scales associated with each of the dimensions may be viewed in Appendix 3.

The last set of rating scales were designed hom the LMX-7 (Scandura &

Graen, 1984; Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995), which was modihed to be 6om the
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standpoint of the judges rather than the standpoint of the follower. This measure is 

6equently used in studies of LMX and obtains high internal consistency and test- 

retest reliability as well as Aeedom horn social desirability and acquiescence biases 

(Liden & Maslyn, 1998); other studies support its concurrent and predictive validity. 

(See Graen et al., 1995 for reviews). The version adopted for this study was recently 

revised the scale response anchors, changing the wording and increasing the number 

of anchors 6om four to fve (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995). A sample rating scale is 

presented in Figure 2 and the revised version of the LMX-7 used for the current study 

may be viewed in Appendix 4.

After the meaningful interactions were identifed for each leader, they were 

presented to three judges. For each leader, the judges were asked to read throu^ all 

ofthe material selected for that leader and then evaluate the material on the 40 

dimensions with rating scales. These ratings, made on a 5-point scale, produced an 

average interrater agreement coefBcient (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979) o f .65 (See Table 1 

for interrater agreement coefBcients for all study ratings). Two measures, dimensions 

1 and 3 on the modifed LMX-7, were not used in the Gnal analyses due to a lack of 

adequate reliability between the three judges. See Table 2 for correlations between 

all study ratings.

A total of 5 judges took part in the content coding process. Prior to making 

their ratings, judges took part in a two-week training program. In this training 

program, judges were funiliarized with the nature of the task and were provided with 

illustrations of behaviors falling into the various categories. Subsequently, they were 

asked to practice making ratings using the meaningful interactions identified far four
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training leaders. After making their initial ratings, the judges compared results and 

discussed observed discrepancies. At this time, additional feedback was provided 

concerning the nature of the rating scales. After all raters were trained, ratings of 

biogr^hies proceeded with three raters per biography.

Outcomes and Controls

While the body of the biography was used to collect speciGc leader/follower 

interaction inkrmation, several outcome and control measures were also collected 

regarding the leader using the prologue or epilogue chapter of the biography. 

Selection of the prologue or epilogue chapter of the biography depended on the 

degree to which the author described the leader's overall accomplishments as well as 

their own evaluations in the cluq)ter. Extracting the control and outcome information 

6om the prologue or epilogue followed the procedures outlined by Strange and 

Mumfbrd (2002).

The Erst set of outcome measures were based on those presented by Strange 

and Mumfbrd (2002) and consisted of a set of counts. In these measures, a rater was 

asked to read the epilogue or prologue and count: 1) the number of positive 

contributions the leader made; 2) the number of negative contributions the leader 

made; 3) the number of dif&rent types of positive contributions the leader made; 4) 

the number of diSerent types of negative contributions the leader made; and 5) the 

number of institutions established by the leader. In addition to these counts, the rater 

was also asked to make further evaluations of the outcomes of the leader by ratings, 

on a 5-point scale, 1) How much did the leader contribute to society; 2) How long did 

these contributions last; 3) How many people did this leader eSect; 4) How &vorably
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did (he author view the leader; 5) Did (he leader maintaip a positive relationship with 

the followers; 6) To what degree do the institutions established still exist; 7) Did they 

remain in contact after term of power was over; 8) Did the leader have a vision that 

was maintained after they were out of power; and 9) Did (he leader efGgct mass 

movements. For a list of the scales associated with these outcome measures, please 

refer to Appendix 5. For means, standard deviations and correlations of (he outcome 

measures see Table 3.

In addition to these outcome measures, several covariate controls were also 

collected using biographical information. The 6rst set of covariates was designed to 

take into account temporal, historical and cultural diSerences in organizations, 

including the size of the organization, geographical region, and pre- or post-World . 

Warn. The second set ofcovariates were designed to take into account diSerences 

in (he leaders, including (he leng(h of time (in years) (hat (he leader was in power, (he 

number of close followers with whom (hey were in contact, whether the leader was 

elected or appointed, (heir demographic similarity with close followers, and (heir 

demogng)hic similarity with general followers. For a list of the scales associated with 

these outcome measures, please refer to Appendix 6. For means, standard deviations, 

and correlations of (he covariate measures, see Table 4.

While one rater performed a nuyority of the outcome and covariate measure 

ratings, three raters were initially trained to perform these ratings. After training, 

each rater rated data &om 18 leaders to determine reliability across 15% of the 

sample. The ratings for (he outcome measures produced an average interrater
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agreement coefBcient (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979) of .83 and the ratings for the covariate 

measures produced an average interrater agreement coefGcient of .94.

Analvses

Upon training of the raters, inter-class correlation was utilized to determine 

their interrater reliability. The reliabilities for each behavior may be viewed in Table 

2. After the reliability was established far each behavior, an average across the three 

raters was determined far each behavior for use in further analyses.

The results were then analyzed using multivariate analysis of variance to 

determine significant behaviors and their descriptive statistics with signiGcant 

covariate variables (p < .05). This was followed by a discriminant function analysis 

to determine optimal aggregations of behaviors vis-à-vis signiGcant efkcts idenGGed 

in mulüvàriate analysis of variance. Discriminant funcGon scores resulting Gxmi 

these analyses, along with unique items were correlated with outcome variables 

derived Gom Gnal chapter of each biography. AddiGonally, outcome scores were 

regressed on the ideological and charismaGc behaviors as well as each set of 

discriminant funcGon scores in aggregate.

Results
Group Means

Before performing more extensive analysis on the gathered data, means and 

standard deviaGons for each leader grouping were found. These means showed a 

general tendency jGor socialized leaders to score higher than personalized leaders for 

LMX and higher-level variables and for ideological leaders to score higher than both 

charismaGc and pragmaGc leaders. These means and standard deviaGons for each 

group can be found in Table 5.
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Multivariate Analvses

The results obtained 6om multivariate analyses of covariance of the 16 

relational variables based on previous research regarding LMX, 17 higher-level 

variables, and 5 modiGed LMX-7 variables were used to identiiy diOerences in 

leader-member interactions between leadership style (ideological, charismatic, and 

pragmatic) and leader orientation (socialized and personalized) (See Table 6). Main 

efkcts were found with regard to leader orientation for the normative variables with a 

signiGcant covariate of demogr^hic similarity to close followers, and leader 

orientation and leader style for higher-level variables with no signiGcant covariates. 

AddiGonally, main efkcts for leader oiientaGon and leader style were found as well 

as an interacGon between leader style and leader orientaGon for the modiGed LMX-7 

variables with sigiGGcant covariates of geognqihic region and translaGon of Gie 

biography to English.

Leader-member Exchange (LMX) Results

Following our second proposiGon, that socialized and personalized 

outstanding leaders would difGsr in their normaGve LMX behaviors, the mulGvariate 

analysis showed that signiGcant difkrences existed between the two different 

orientaGons of leaders (F(17, 98)=2.71, p <.001), with a signiGcant covariate of 

demogr^hic similarity to close followers (F(17,97)=1.59, p <.10). Further 

univariate analyses of normaGve behaviors with respect to the orientaGon of the 

leader yielded signiGcant results on several accounts (See Table 7). Difkrences 

G)und for 12 of the 16 behaviors were for 1) AtGtudinal Similarity (F(l, 97)=2.97, p 

<.10; Socialized: x = 3.597, &E = .093 vs. Personalized: M=3.370,6E = .093);
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2)Loyalty (F(l, 97)=3.36, p<.10; M=3.794, &E=.085 vs. M=3.573, &E=.085); 3) 

Rewards (F(l, 97)=695, p <.01; M=3.818,6E=.079 vs. M=4.115, 079); 4)

Communication Quality (F(l, 97)=5.59, g <05; M=3.685,6!E=.076 vs. Af=3.943, 

076); 5) Level of Contact (F(l, 97)=4.86, g <05; M=3.929,5!E^.090 vs. 

M=3.648, &E=.090); 6) Decision-making Participation (F(l, 97)=2.84, p <10; 

M=3.026, &E=.087 vs. M=3.235, &E=.087); 7) Mutual Influence (F(l, 97)=5.96, p 

<01; M=2.748,5E=.104 vs. M=3.108, &E=.104); 8) Professional Effort (F(l,

97)=7.70, p <01; M=3.974, &E=.090 vs. M=3.620, &E=.090); 9) Personal EGbrt (F(l,

97)=8.36, p <01; M=3.867, &E=.093 vs. M=3.483, &E=.093); 10) FoUower 

Innovation and Usefulness (F(l, 97)=9.11, p < 01; M=3.929, &B=.098 vs. M=3.509, 

5E=.098); 11) Follower Performance (F(l, 97)=6.43, p <01; M=3.915, &E=.101 vs. 

M=3.551, &E=.10i); and 12) Contractual Obligation (F(l, 97)=5.83, p <01;

M=3.920, SE=.081 vs. M=3.641, &E=.081). For most of the behaviors* socialized 

leaders produced higher means. However, personalized leaders were higher on 

rewards, conmiunication quality, decision-making participation, and mutual 

influence, possibly reflecting that if a person becomes a close follower of a 

personalized leader they will be very trusted by that leader, but will be rewarded in 

more extrinsic ways than the close followers of socialized leaders, who will &cus 

more on intrinsic rewards.

Outstanding Leader-member Exchange fhigher-level) Results

Main effects for the higher-level variables with respect to leader orientation 

also proved to be signiGcant, F(17,98)=1.70, p <05. Further univariate analysis also 

yielded signiGcant results for all 17 of the higher-level variables including 1)
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Fimcdonal Autonomy (F(l, 98)=3.23, g <.10; Socialized: M=3.889, &E .̂070 vs. 

Personalized: Af=3.711 ,5E=.070); 2) Collegial Interaction (F(l, 98)=424, g <.05; 

Af=3.906,5!E=.067 vs. M=3.711,5!B=.067); 3) Conflict Resolution (F(l, 98)=7.22, g 

< 01; M=3.817, &S=.067 vs. Af=3.561,5E=.067); 4) Competition Management (F(l, 

98)=10.16, g <.01; Af=3.817, &E=.075 vs. M=3.478, &F=.075); 5) Sub-Organization 

Maintenance (F(l, 98)=12.83, g<001; M=3.789, &E=.084 vs. M=3.361, &E=.084); 

6) Respect 6)r Subordinate Power Base (F(l, 98)=9.02, g <.01; M=3.600, &E=.089 

vs. M=3.222,5E=.089); 7) Recognition of Representation Requirements (F(l, 

98)=8.86, g <.01; M=3.583, &E=.098 vs. M=3.172, ,SE=.098); 8) Advisory Influence 

(F(l, 98)=8.89, g <.01; M=3.567, &E=.099 vs. M=3.150, &F=.099); 9) Dissemination 

of Leader Views (F(l, 98)=6.69, g <.01; M=3.550,5E=.102 vs. M=3.178,5E=.102); 

10) Negotiation within System Structure (F(l, 98)^.03, g<.01;M -3.517, <SE .̂098 

vs. Af=3.178, ,SE=.098); 11) Maintenance of Group Working Relationship (F(l,

98)=4.30, g<.05;M=3.411, &E=.098vs. M=3.122, &B=.098); 12) Demonstration of 

System Commitment Requirements (F(l, 98)=3.83, g < 05; M=3.711,5E=.096 vs. 

M=3.444, &E .̂096); 13) Adherence to the Normative Process (F(l, 98)=3.88, g <.05; 

M=3.828, &E=.094 vs. M=3.567,5E=.094); 14) Consensual Growth Creation (F(l,

98)=4.85, g <05; Af=3.961,5E=.091 vs. M=3.678,5!E=.091); 15) Collaborative 

Issues Structure (F(l, 98)=12.27, g <.001; Af=3.572,5!E=.089 vs. M=3.133,

5E=.089); 16) Overall Follower Influence (F(l, 98)=11.92, g <.001; M=3.344, 

&E=.093 vs. M=2.889,5!&>=.093); and 17) Overall Leader Influence (F(l, 98)=11.41, 

g <.001; M=3.194,5Z"=.106 vs. M=2.689,5E=.106) (See Table 8). For all o f the 

higher-level behaviors, socialized leaders produced higher means than personalized
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leaders, indicating that socialized outstanding leaders allow their close followers a 

greater degree of heedom to act within the organization without supervision, and 

show a greater conGdence in the follower as well as a greater commitment to the 

AUower's overall success within the organization.

In addition to a main effect for leader orientation, there was also a main eSect 

with respect to leader style, F(17,99)=3.03, g <.001, with univariate analyses giving 

significant results for the following behaviors: 1) Sub-organization Maintenance (F(2,

99)=4.54, B<.01; Ideological: M=3.825, &E=.103 vs. Charismatic: M=3.408,

5E=.103 vs. Pragmatic: M=3.492, &E=.103); 2) Advisory Influence (F(2,99)=2.62, g 

<10; M=3.583,5E=.121 vs. M=3.367, &E=.121 vs. M=3.225, &E=.121); 3) 

Dissemination ofLeader Views (F(2,99)=3.76, g <05; M=3.633, &E=.125 vs. 

M=3.167, &E=.125 vs. M=3.292,6!E=.125); 4) Negotiation within System Structure 

(F(2,99)=3 45, g <05; M=3.600, &E=.120 vs. M=3.183, &E=.I20 vs. M=3.258, 

5E=.120); 5) Maintenance of Groiq) Working Relationship (F(2, 99)=3.07, g< 05; 

M=3.508, &E=.121 vs. M=3.117,5!E=.121 vs. M=3.175, &E=.I21); 6) Adherence to 

the Normative Process (F(2,99)=2.54, g <10; M=3.908, &E=.l 15 vs. M=3.592,

5E=.l 15 vs. Af=3.592, &E=. 115); 7) Consensual Growth Creation (F(2,99)=2.59, g  

<10;M =4.017,&E=.lll vs.M =3.667,&E=.lll vs.M=3.775,&E"=.lll); 8) 

Collaborative Issues Structure (F(2,99)=7.21, g <001; M=3.675, &E=.108 vs. 

M=3.108, &E=.108 vs. M=3.275, &E=.108); 9) Overall Follower Influence (F(2,

99)=7.09, g <001; M=3.458,5E=.l 14 vs. M=2.875, &E=.l 14 vs. M=3.017,

&E=.l 14); and 10) Overall Leader Influence (F(2,99)=5.91, g <01; M=3.300,

5E=.130 vs. M=2.708, &E=.130 vs. M=2.817,5E=.130) (See Table 9). For this set of
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variables, ideological leaders produced consistently higher means, reflecting their 

ability to allow close follower more ûeedom within the organization than charismatic 

or pragmatic leaders. Additionally, these results illustrate that there is a greater 

amount of influence and collaboration between ideological leaders and their close 

followers.

LMX-7 Results

Multivariate analysis of the LMX-7 behaviors yielded a signiGcant main 

efGgct with regard to the leader's orientation, F(5,108)=2.37, g <.05, with signiGcant 

covariates of 1) geogr^hical region (F(5, 108)=1.35, g < 30) and 2) biography 

translation (F(5,108)=6.11, g <.001). Further univariate analyses gave the following 

signiGcant speciGc behaviors: 1) How well does the leader understand the AUowers' 

job problems and needs? (F(l, 108)r=4.65, g<.001; Socialized: Af=3.583, j!E=.085 vs. 

Personalized: M=3.189, &E=.085); 2) Regardless of the amount of formal autbori^ 

the leader has, what are the chances that he/she would "bail the followers out" at 

his/her expense? (F(l, 108)=2.46, g <.05; M=3.485,5E=.09 vs. M =3.199,5E=.09); 

and 3) The followers have enough conGdence in their leader that they would defend 

and justify the leader's decision if he/she were not present to do so (F(l, 108)=2.63, g 

<.10; M=3.351,5E=.123 vs. M=3.055, &E=.123). These diGerences indicate that 

socialized leaders are more likely to understand and help their 6)Uowers in times of 

need than personalized leaders, and that 6)llowers will more readily defend a 

socialized leader than a personalized one (See Table 10 for means and standard 

deviations).
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Multivariate analysis demonstrated a main eSects signiGcant diGerence G)r 

leader style, F(5,109)=3.90, g <.001. SpeciGcally, signiGcant difkrences occurred 

with the following behaviors: 1) Regardless of how much formal authonty he/she has 

built into his/her posiGon, what are the chances that the leader would use his/her 

power to help the followers solve problems in their work? (F(l, 108)=4.65, g  <.001; 

Ideological: M=3.417,5E=.l 11 vs. CharismaGc: M=3.528, &E=.ll vs. PragmaGc: 

M=3.09, AE=.112); 2) Regardless of the amount of formal au&ority the leader has, 

what are the chances that he/she would "bail the followers out" at his/her expense? 

(F(l, 108)=2.46, g<.05; ; M=3.419, &E=.131 vs. M=3.485, &E=.13 vs. M=2.996, 

5!E=.132); and 3) The followers have enough conGdence in their leader that they 

would defend andjusGfy the leader's decision if he/she were not present to do so 

(F(l, 108)=2.63, E<.10; M=3.263, ^E=.152 vs. M=3.471, &g=.15I vs. M=2.875,

&E=. 153). The means for the ideological, charismaGc, and pragmaGc groups 

indicated that charismaGc and ideological leaders will help and come to the defense 

of followers more than pragmaGc leaders, perh^s resulting Gom the ideological and 

charismaGc leaders' need for grorq; cohesiveness and satisfacGon among follower in 

order to attain their vision (See Table 11 Gar means and standard deviaGons).

Finally, the multivariate analysis for the modiGed LMX-7 behaviors yielded a 

signiGcant interacGon between leader orientaGon and leader s^le, F(5,109)=2.09, g 

<.01. However, further univariate analyses failed to produce signiGcant results for 

any of the LMX-7 itenas.

Discriminant FuncGon Analvses
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Discriminant function analyses were utilized to determine the optimal 

grouping of the normative, higher-level, and LMX-7 variables for those main efkcts 

and interactions that were signiGcant. Several trends emerged that contributed to the 

separation of groups with respect to leadership style, leader orientation, and the 

interaction of leadership style and leader orientation. Functions were interpreted 

based on absolute correlations of .20 or higher and only those signiGcant (g <.05) 

discriminant funcGons are reported.

Leadership Stvle: Discriminant funcGon analysis of the higher-level 

behaviors and modiGed LMX-7 items with respect to leadership style yielded two 

funcGons (See Table 12). With a canorGcal correlaGon of .55, the one sigrnGcant 

higher-level funcGon suggested a trend toward Shared DirecGnn based on the behefs 

and values ofthe leader and the close followers. Behaviors with sizable loadings 

included CoUaboraGve Issues Structure (r>.48), DisseminaGon ofLeader Views 

(r>.35), NegoGaGon within System Structure (r%33), Overall Follower InGuence 

(r>.47). Overall Leader InGuence (r>.42), and Sub-orgarGzaGon Maintenance (r>.36). 

Ideological leaders (M=.77) exhibited high scores on this dimension while 

charismaGc leaders (M=-.83) obtained low scores. PragmaGc leaders lay between 

those extremes (M=.01). One would expect that with their emphasis on shared 

belief and values that ideological leaders would score high in this funcGon, but the 

scores G)r charismaGc and pragmaGc leaders may be somewhat surprising. However, 

it should be borne in mind that charismaGc leaders stress change in the orgaiGzaGon 

based on their vision. As a result the leader provides direcGon through his or her 

vision rather than shared beliefs and values. PragmaGc leaders may not have
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followers who share basic beliefs and values but due to their reliance on an elite 

group of people with whom they may have a great deal in common, they fall between 

these two extremes.

Correlations in discriminant function for the LMX-7 items with respect to 

leader style imply a Mutual Exchange of Support between the leader and their close 

fbllowas (r>.33, p <.05). The behaviors comprising this function yielded high scores 

for charismatic leaders (M=.48) and lower scores for ideological (M=-.14) and 

pragmatic leaders (M=-.34), showing that charismatic leaders focus on people as 

opposed to the focus of ideological leaders and pragmatic leaders on ideas and 

problems respectively. The behaviors contributing to this function included 1) How 

would you characterize the followers' working relationships with the leader? (r>.16); 

2) Regardless of how much forrhal authority he/she has built into his/her position  ̂

what are the chances that die leader would use his/her power to help the followers 

solve problems in their work? (r>.56); and 3) The followers have enough conGdence 

in their leader that they would defend and justly the leader's decision ifhe/she were 

not present to do so (r>.59).

Leader Orientation: Discriminant Amction analyses were also conducted on 

normative, higher-level, and LMX-7 variables with regard to leader orientation (See 

Table 13). For the normative behaviors (r>.56, p <.001), correlations demonstrate a 

tendency of socialized leaders (M=.66) to place diGering enchases on Intrinsic 

Versns Extrinsic consideraGons in establishing relationships with followers than 

personalized leaders (M—.66). In other words, socialized leaders stress the worth of 

the work in forming relationships ̂ inle personalized leaders stress the worth of the
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outcomes. Ratings of Contractual Obligation (i>.33). Follower Innovation and 

Usefulness (i>.39), Follower Performance (r>.31), Level of Contact (r>.31), Personal 

ESbrt (i>.38), and Professional ESbrt (r>.392) produced positive scores while 

Rewards (r>-.36), Communication Quality (r>-.33), and Mutual Influence (i>.-.39) 

produced negative scores.

Discriminant analyses of the higher-level behaviors illustrated that socialized 

leaders are more likely than personalized leaders to collaborate in a collegial fashion 

with followers, respecting followers as leaders in their own right participating in die 

management team. Although the discriminant function associated with these 

difGarences was not signiGcant, in part due to the relatively high correlations among 

the outstanding leadership dimensions, a sizable canonical correlation was obtained 

(r>.43). The sizable loadings of sub-organization maintenance (r>j66), collaborative 

issues structure (r>.64), overall follower influence (r>.63), overall leader influence 

(r>.62), competition management (r>.60), and respect for subordinate power base 

(r>.57) are consistent with this interpretation. More speciGcally, socialized (M—.47) 

leaders are more likely than personalized (Af=-.47) leaders to apply a Team 

Leadership style in interacting with close followers.

With regard to the LMX-7 items, the function (r>.31, p<.05) illustrated that 

socialized leaders (M=.32) have a tendency to exhibit a greater degree of Follower 

Support than do personalized leaders (Af=-.33). Behaviors contributing to this 

function included: 1) Regardless of the amount of 6)rmal authority the leader has, 

what are the chances that he/she would "bail the followers out" at his/her expense? 

(i>.48); 2) How well does the leader understand the followers' job problems and
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needs? (i>.95); 3) How would you characterize the followers' working relationships 

with the leader? (r>.31); 4) Regardless of how much formal authority he/she has built 

into his/her position, what are the chances that the leader would use his/her power to 

help the followers solve problems in their work? (r>.64); and 5) The followers have 

enough conGdence in their leader that they would defend and justify the leader's 

decision ifhe/she were not present to do so (i>.49).

Correlation of Outcome Measures and Discriminant Functions

Upon obtaining the discriminant functions for the significant main effects and 

interactions, correlations were found using the leader outcome measure score and the 

signiGcant discriminant funcGon scores (See Table 14). For the criteria predicted, 

most signiGcant correlaGons were related to the leader orientaGon funcGcms. For the 

Intrinsic vs. Extrinsic funcGon (i>.557), those outcomes that were posiGvely 

correlated to Gie manipulaGon of others funcGon were largely related to the degree of 

contribuGons that the leader made to the organizaGon, where leaders high in this 

function generally had more positive outcomes of their leadership and kept in contact 

with their close fallowers more often after their term of leadership. AddiGonally, the 

negaGve correlaGons demonstrate that the leaders with low scores in this GmcGon 

tend to have more negaGve outcomes of their leadership and more severe conflicts. 

Similar results were found for the discriminant funcGons regarding Follower Support 

(r>.309) and Team Leadership (r>.432). As with the intrinsic vs. extrinsic funcGon, 

those leaders who were classiGed as socialized had more posiGve outcomes and better 

lasting relaGonships with their followers than personalized leaders.
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In addition to correlations found for the orientation-related discriminant 

functions, signiGcant correlations were also obtained for one function regarding 

leader type. The Shared Direction function (r>.555) was correlated with several 

indicators of performance, indicating that a shared direction is related to more long

term visionary activities such as increased length of time that the contribution lasted, 

long term-agenda maintenance, and the number of institutions established by the 

leader. Additionally, this function was positively correlated with the number o f types 

of positive contributions, was associated with better evaluations by the biogngiher, 

and negatively correlated to the number of negative contributions as well as the 

number of ̂ rpes of negative contributions.

Regression of Outcomes on Discriminant Functions

Table 15 presents the results obtained in the regression analyses examining 

the joint efkcts of these discriminating variables characterizing leader follower 

interactions. The stepwise method of regression was used and prior to examining the 

eSects for the relationships, all signiGcant (p <.05) covariates identiGed as relevant 

predictors in earlier analyses were entered as the Grst steps in the analyses. Thus in 

the present set of analyses, conclusions about relaGonal variables are made only after 

taking relevant controls into account

Peihaps the most clear cut conclusion that can be drawn Gom Table 16 is that 

relaGonal variables do make a diSerence in accounting for the performance of 

outstanding leaders and that outstanding leadership appears to depend on the leader's 

abihty to create a cadre of followers committed to the intrinsic rather than the 

extrinsic -to the vision or idea rather than rewards. The performance of socialized
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leaders, in particular, may to a largely related to their ability to establish relationships 

with followers on an intrinsic as opposed to extrinsic basis.

While it does appear that leader orientation has a rather large impact on 

performance, other dimensions of exchange, such as team leadership, were found to 

contribute to the prediction of leader performance even when the intrinsic versus 

extrinsic relational orientation was taken into account. This finding is important 

because it points to the need to take upper-level as well as normative exchange 

dimensions into account in discussions of outstanding leadership. Second, as in the 

case with the shared direction function, relational diGerences are linked to leader type 

and can also make a unique contribution to the performance of the leader.

Discussion

While a gr%t number of interesting conclusions can be drawn 6om the 

presented results, it is inqwrtant to bear in mind some limitations that could have had 

an ef&ct on the nature and outcome of the present study. While an attempt was made 

to sample an equal amount of leaders Gom diGerent cultures and areas of the world, 

due to a lack of acceptable academic biographies, the sample of leaders used for this 

study focused on primarily western political leaders, most of whom were male. 

Additionally, all leaders studied were in power in the 20^ century. The restricted 

nature of die leader sample allows for speculation concerning die generalizability of 

this study to female leaders and those in times before the 20* century (Simonton,

1991), but in comparing leaders Gom pre- and post-World War H, some 

generalization to earlier times can be made. Although every eGbrt was made to 

construct a group of leaders representative of a variety of cultures and occupational
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domains, in further studies, efforts should be made to build a more diverse and 

conq)rehensive sample of leaders.

In addition to sample limitations, limitations intrinsic to coding procedures 

should also be noted. Using the woik of Graen and Uhl-Bein (1995) as well as 

Schriesheim, Castro, and Cogliser (1999), behavior lists were constructed that 

reflected key behaviors exhibited by leaders while interacting with their followers for 

both the normative and higher-level scales. While these lists were by no means 

comprehensive, both captured the essential behaviors that contribute to exchanges 

between leaders and their 6)llowers. This approach helped secure reliable coding of 

the biographical information, but also did not allow for all possible exchange 

behaviors to be observed.

In addition to these possible sample concerns, it ̂ Iso must be taken into 

account the limitation that we focused on the dimensions of interaction that 

characterize leaders' relatioiwhips with close followers, or lieutenants, when 

interpreting the results of this study. As a result, the conclusions obtained in this 

study do not take into account the interactions of leaders with more distant followers. 

Instead, following Graen and Uhl-Bein (1995), we have focused on a more narrow 

issue of how outstanding leaders interact with close followers.

While the present study was primarily interested in leader interactions, results 

obtained regarding leader orientation provided evidence for construct validity in the 

biographical coding. As expected through prior research, differences were found 

between the personalized and socialized behaviors with regard to performance 

outcomes (House and Howell, 1992; O'Connor et al, 1995). SpeciGcally,
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personalized leaders generally exhibited more negative per&rmance outcomes and 

dealt with their followers in a more self-serving and manipulative way while 

socialized leaders were more likely to use their position of power to help others and 

exhibited more positive outcomes.

In outstanding leadership, the issue of performance is not so much based on 

the outstanding leader to lead their organization as it is based on their integri^. One 

could argue that all of the leaders used in the sample for the present study were 

outstanding due to their great influence on their organizations, but the distinguishing 

factor that separates personalized leaders hom socialized leaders is their actions when 

faced with a crisis. While socialized leaders would Gnd solutions that would 

contribute to organizational enhancement, personalized leaders would Gnd solutions 

that contributed to their own personal gain at the expense of the organization.

In addition to diOerences in integrity, several other factors may be of 

importance in determining the performance differences between socialized and 

personalized leaders. First, outstanding leadership has been linked to the time fam e 

of crisis resolution, with longer time fames being associated with better performance 

(Jaques, 1976). As a result, socialized leaders, with their ability to apply a longer 

time fame to crisis resolution, consistently perform better than personalized leaders. 

Second, personalized leaders may Ail to identify the causes and requirements for 

elective crisis resolution due to their focus on personal concerns. Third, because 

they fail to look outside of their own personal concerns, they may have difBculty in 

identifying the events or actions needed to induce effective change in their 

organization.
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In addition to providing evidence for die performance of socialized and 

personalized outstanding leaders, the present study is unique 6om other studies of 

leadership in that it examines traditional LMX dimensions in outstanding leader 

interactions with close followers, and also illustrates that outstanding leaders, in 

addition to more normative dimensions of LMX, may rely on other intaacüonal 

strategies when relating to close followers. While previous studies of leader-member 

exchange have focused on dyadic relationships among lower- and mid-level leaders 

(Yukl, 2002), we found that the normative LMX dimensions (loyalty, trust, rewards, 

etc.) may be applied to outstanding leaders due to their typical scores on these 

dimensions as well as the diSerences observed between socialized and personalized 

leaders in their interactions with close followers.

Following Our 6rst proposition, different types of outstanding leaders, as 

expected, showed no difference in their LMX interactions wiA their followers. All 

groups, however, scored in the mid- to high-range for each dimension, illustrating 

that all effective leaders must to some extent manifest the behaviors associated with 

leader-member exchange in order to be successful. This lack of difkrentiation, 

coupled with the scores produced for the groups, suggests that each group, to some 

extent, used leader-member exchange behaviors in dealing with their followers. As 

previous LMX literature states that elective leaders will use specihc behaviors 

(Schriesheim et al, 1999; Graen et al, 1995), it makes sense that all outstanding 

leaders in our sample, regardless of orientation, will use these behaviors as a result of 

their overall effectiveness in terms of organizational influence. In fact, in cases of
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outstanding leadership, the ability to diSerentiate followers based on the nonnative 

LMX dimensions may be a prerequisite 6)r becoming an outstanding leader.

Differences in normative leader-member exchange dimensions and ef&ctive 

interactions, however, do result 6om a difference in orientation. In line with 

Proposition 2, socialized leaders typically formed better relationships with their close 

followers than personalized leaders. Socialized outstanding leaders tend to focus on 

attitudinal similarity, loyalty, and follower performance while personalized leaders 

emphasized rewards and mutual influence. More speciGcally, socialized leaders 

focus more on intrinsic incentives by giving their followers a higher degree of 

contact, putting more ef&rt into the followers' personal and professional needs, and 

allowing the followers' more opportunities to be innovative and useful in the 

organization. Additionally, isocialized leaders will offer their followers more support 

in their endeavors. Personalized leaders, however, focus on extrinsic incentives such 

as monetary rewards and often withhold support of the close fallowers.

While it may be true that all outstanding leaders need to manifest the 

behaviors associated with LMX in order to be successful, it would appear that the 

formation of positive exchange relationships with followers is somewhat more 

complex for outstanding leaders than lower- or mid-level leaders. Outstanding 

leaders typically have more close followers, or lieutenants, who are noteworthy 

leaders in their own right, often have a high degree of autonomy within the 

organization, and may even be responsible for a sub-organization and followers of 

their own As a result, outstanding leaders tend to interact with close followers on a 

collegial bases stressing alliance formation through dimensions such as recognition of
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follower representation requirements, consensual growth creation, and collegial 

interaction, which were all found to be evident in outstanding leaders' interactions 

with close followers. Additionally, Allowing our third and four propositions, these 

higher-level dimensions were found to differentiate with respect to leader orientation 

(socialized and personalized) as well as leader type (charismatic, ideological, and 

pragmatic). These Gndings are of some mqwrtance from a validation stan(%x)int 

because one would expect to fnd differences in the higher-level dimensions in order 

to differentiate among different types of outstanding leaders.

Proposition Three stated that outstanding leaders would differ on the higher- 

level dimensions of exchange based on their orientation and the results illustrated that 

this indeed is the case. Socialized leaders evidenced higher degrees of collegial 

interaction, allowed their close followers more control in their own sub-organization, 

and a greater degree of respect for the subordinate's power based than did 

personalized leaders. As a result, the close followers of socialized leaders enjoyed 

more freedom to act within the organization and the leaders showed a greater 

commitment to the follower's success within the organization.

In addition to socialized leaders allowing their close followers more freedom 

to act within the organization, they also took a more team leadership ^tproach when 

interacting with their followers than did personalized leaders. By relying on Iheir 

close followers for collaboration and influence, the leaders interacted with their 

followers as a kind of management team, rather than the leaders controlling the 

organization by themselves. This team-oriented approach to leadership enabled the 

socialized leaders to have increased performances by afkcting more people and
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having a greater number of positive contributions to the organization as a whole. 

Personalized leaders, however, did not use a team-oriented approach to leadership 

and, as a result, did not aOect as many people and had fewer positive contributions to 

the organization.

The conclusions drawn 6om the analyses regarding Proposition Four are 

important because they provide evidence that relational formation may be an 

unusually conçlex activity for outstanding leaders. In forming relationships 

outstanding leaders must consider the individual follower with respect to traditional 

LMX dimensions -  their competence, loyalty, and trustworthiness (Graen & Uhl- 

Bein, 1995). However, in addition to these more traditional dimensions, outstanding 

leaders must be able to interact with their close followers on a set o f dimensions more 

closely related to the followers' own leadership responsibilities such as sub

organization maintenance and system negotiation. Additionally, the outstanding 

leader's close followers will serve in a more collegial, advisory role than do the 

followers of lower- or mid-level leaders.

Ideological leaders, in particular, will rely on their close followers in an 

advisory role, but will also allow their followers a greater degree of Aeedom than 

charismatic and pragmatic leaders, perhaps due to their strong value-based vision.

The ideological leader will select close followers based on their adherence to the 

vision and may be more confident that the follower will run their sub-organization in 

based on this shared vision, or shared direction. Charismatic and pragmatic leaders, 

however, will not have a shared direction with their followers based on beliefs and
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values and in turn may have to exert more control over their close hallowers* 

activities.

These observations about the diSerence observed between ideological, 

charismatic, and pragmatic leaders in this regard point to several broad conclusions. 

First, in previous studies of outstanding leadership the role of the close follower or 

lieutenant in shaping the nature and success of the leader's efforts has been largely 

ignored. The present study sheds some light on the 6ct that leaders do not operate in 

a vacuum by themselves, but rather they rely on a close, tight network of followers 

that serve as advisors and leaders of sub-groiq)s within the larger organization. 

Second, it is important to note that successful interactions are closely tied to the 

overall performance of the leader, whether it is through leader type or leader 

orientatioiL The present study has demonstrated that close fbUowers are an in^gral 

part of the organization 6om a leadership and a performance standpoint Hopefully, 

the conclusions drawn herein will create a new wave of research examining the role 

of close followers in creating the outcomes of and conditions needed for outstanding 

leadership.
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Table 1: LW of OuWandlng Leaders Used in Study

Socialized

Personalized

Ideological Charismatic Pragmatic

Jane Addams Mustafa Kemal Atatuik Warren BuSet
Susan B. Anthony David Ben-Gurion Richard Daley
Deitrich BonhoeÈer Cesar Chavez Walt Disney
Michael Collins Winston Churchill John Foster Dulles
Eugene Debs Hairy Ford AlÊed Dupont
John Dewey Samual Gompers Dwight D. Eisenhower
W.E.B.duBois Leelacocca Felix Frankfurter
Betty Friedan John F. Kennedy Barry Gorrĥ
Indira Gandhi Jomo Kenyatta Katharine Graham
Mohandas Gandhi Martin Luther King, Jr. Oliver Wendell Holmes
Charles de Gaulle Fiorello H. LaGuardia George Marshall
Emma Goldman Douglas MacArtbur Mikail Gorbechev
Dag Hammarskjold Louis B. Mayer Thomas Watson, Sr.
John L. Lewis J.P. Morgan H. George Rickover
JwameNkrumah Edward R. Murrow Erwin Rmnmel
Ronald Reagan Gamel Abdel Nasser George Soros
Eleanor Roosevelt Sam Rayburn Josip B. Tito
Theodore Roosevelt F.D. Roosevelt Harry S. Truman
Lech Walesa Anwar Sadat Sam Waltmi
Woodrow Wilson MargaretTbatcher Booker T. Washington

Lavrenti Beria Idi Amin Martha Stewart
Fidel Castro Neville Chamberlain A1 Capone
Georges Clemenceau John Delorean Andrew Camagie
Ferdinand Foch Porfirio Diaz Otis Chandler
Francisco Franco Francois Duvalier Lyndon B. Johnson
Marcus Garvey Herman Goring A1 Dunlap
Warren Harding Asad Hafaz Henry Ford II
Rudolf Hess Adolf Hitler Carlo Gambino
Heinrich Himmler Jimmy Hoffa Leslie Groves
HoCbiMinh Herbert Hoover Leona Helmsley
Vladimir Lenin J.Edgar Hoover Reinhjard Heydrich
Joe McCarthy Huey Long Horatio Kitchener
Pol Pot Ferdinand Marcos AlheidKngrp
J.D. Rockefeller Benito Mussolini Robert Moses
Joseph Stalin Manuel Noriega Rigrert Murdoch
Leon Trotsky Eva Peron George Patton
Wilhelm n JuanPeron Jackie Presser
Deng Xiaoping Rafael Trujillo Richard Nixon
Emiliano Zapata W.C. Westmoreland David Samoff
Mao Ze-dong Malcolm X Lew Wasserman
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Figure 1: Incidents of Leader-FoDower Relationships
"Hess's chief of staff was a thirty-three-year-old man, heavyset and somewhat 

bull-like, who had been a party member since 1927. He proved to be a good 
bookkeeper, rude in handling subordinates but conçletely honest in money matters 
and a veritable workhorse with an astonishingly precise memory. He was assigned to 
the deputy's staff in July 1933 and Hess was happy to have him as his chief of sta% 
the 'deputy's deputy. ' Hess trusted him because he never forced his way into the 
limelight, and gradually he gave the man more power."

—From Schwarzwaller (1988)

"Whitelaw and Parkinson, however, had something else in common: a particularly 
personal relationship with their leader. During both the preparations and Âe war 
itself  ̂they could ofhâ  her a special kind of solace. They &lt a desire to protect 
her...Whitelaw, with his Military Cross as proof of sometime gallantry in the Scots 
Guards, saw it as part of his job to remind this inexperienced lady, who had no Grst- 
hand knowledge of gunGre, that she must steel herself fbr casualties, prepare fbr 
bloodiness, not imagine that it could be a painless victory..."

—From Young (1989)
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Figure 2: Sample Rating Scales &om Normative, Higher-level, and LMX-7

Normative Dimension: Conununicadon Quality
What is the quali^ (Le. clarity, quantity, degree of follower input) of the 
communications between the leader and the follower?

1 -  Quality of communications is very low. Leader will be ambiguous 
and fbllowers will have not input into communications.

3 — Quality of communications vary. At times the leader will be
ambiguous but at other times communications will be direct 
and understandable. Followers have some input during 
communications.

5 -  Leader and follower have high quality communications where 
orders are direct and understandable. Followers have a great 
deal of input during communications.

Higher-level Dimension: Sub-organization Maintenance
To what degree does the leader allow close fbllowers to control sub- 
organizations within the organization and support their decisions with 
regard to the sub-oiganization?

1 — The leader does not allow the fbllowers to have any control over 
the sub-organization. They generally do not accept the input of 
the fbllower with regard to the sub-organization m d change 
decisions made by the fbllower.

3 -  The leader allows the fbllowers to have some control over the sub- 
organization. They must approve the decisions of the 
fbllowers, but allow fbllowers some input in issues related to 
the sub-organization.

5 -  The leader allows the followers to have complete control over the 
sub-organization. He will rarely question the decisions of the 
fbllower and gives the fbllower a great deal of siq)porL

LMX-7 Item
How well does the leader understand the fbllowers' job problems and needs?

 Not a bit
 A little
 A 6ir amount
 Quite a bit
 A great deal
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Table 2: Mean, Standard Deviation, Interrater Agreement Coefficients, and Correlations for Interaefinnai Dimensional Ratings

Normative SD r# 1
1 Attitudinal Similarity 3.483 0.71 0.665 1.00
2 Loyalty 3.683 0.65 0.628
3 Level of Trust 3.794 0.62 0.688
4 Rewards 3.967 0.62 0.661
5 Communication Quality 3.814 0.59 0.678
6 Relationship Stability 3.850 0.54 0.711
7 Level of Contact 3.789 0.70 0.621
8 Level of Collaboration 3.519 0.63 0.729
9 Decision-making Participation 3.131 0.68 0.631

10 Mutual fofluence 2^28 0.83 0.606
11 Work Autonomy 3.256 0.68 0.740
12 Work Negotiation 3.547 0.70 0.752
13 Professional Effort 3.797 0.71 0.608
14 Personal Effort 3.675 0.74 0.696
15 Follower Innovation and Usefulness 3.719 0.78 0.740
16 Follower Performance 3.733 0.79 0.684
17 Contractual Obligation 3.781 0.64 0.630

2 3 4
0.86 0.69 0.38
1.00 0.82 0.55

1.00 0.85
1.00

Ul

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
0.49 0.52 0.49 0.44 0.30 0.30 0.42 0.54 0.48 0.55 0.57 0.56 0.49
0.50 0.53 0.46 0.41 0.30 0.30 0.42 0.53 0.51 0.56 0.55 0.54 0.51
0.73 0.49 0.33 0.37 0.34 0.34 0.33 0.33 0.26 0.34 0.36 0.35 034
0.78 0.43 0.08 0.16 0.26 0.32 0.26 0.14 0.07 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.11
1.00 0.77 0.46 0.35 0.36 0.36 0.33 0.24 0.17 0.23 0.24 0.20 0.20

1.00 0.81 0.60 0.34 0.29 0.39 0.45 0.44 0.47 0.45 039 0.34
1.00 0.74 0.38 0.16 0.30 0.49 0.53 0.58 0.58 0.53 0.42

1.00 0.74 0.53 0.39 0.46 0.40 0.45 0.46 0.49 0.40
1.00 0.85 0.61 0.27 0.10 0.13 0.14 0.19 0.19

1.00 0.79 0.41 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.13 0.17
1.00 0.75

1.00
0.43
0.82
1.00

0.26
0.65
0,84
1.00

0.24
0.58
0.74
0.94
1.00

0.26
0.56
0.65
0.86
0.94
1.00

0.34
0.59
0.66
0.71
0.81
0.87
1.00

Note r>.l8 significant at .05 level



Table 2 Continued:

Î
Attitudinal
Similarity

18

0.46

19

0.33

20

0.40

21

0.37

22

0.42

23

0.42

24

0.38

25

0.35

26

0.30

27

0.33

28

0.36

29

0.41

30

0.32

31

020

32

0.11

33

0.11

34

0.13

35

0.36

36

0.49

37

0.46

38

0.47

39

0.41
2 Loyalty 0.50 0.38 0.40 0.39 0.44 0.45 0.40 0.38 0.33 0.35 0.37 0.42 0.34 0.18 0.08 0.06 0.10 0.38 0.49 0.44 0.43 0.36
3 Level of Trust 0.33 0.25 0.19 0.20 024 027 021 0.17 0.14 0.18 021 027 0.19 0.05 -0.13 -0.17 41.15 0.19 027 024 0.24 023
4 Rewards 0.19 0.18 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.13 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.07 0.10 0.10 0.03 -0.12 -0.30 -0.34 -0.33 -0.04 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.09

5
Communication
Quality 0.25 0.25 0.19 0.18 0.18 027 021 0.19 0.11 0.14 0.18 028 022 0.11 -0.08 -0.13 -0.10 0.12 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.18

6
Relationship
Stability 0.36 0.32 0.41 0.46 0.46 0.51 0.47 0.46 0.35 0.35 0.37 0.54 0.50 0.41 0.28 0.21 023 0.32 0.35 023 0.32 028

7 Level of Contact 0.33 0.24 0.42 0.50 0.54 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.44 0.43 0.44 0.64 0.63 0.64 0.55 0.48 0.47 0.55 0.43 0.41 0.36 0.30

8
Level of 
Collaboration 0.36 022 0.33 0.37 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.40 0.30 0.28 0.30 0.54 0.52 0.54 0.39 0.35 0.32 0.49 0.44 0.44 0.40 0.31

K  9
Decision-making
Participation 0.21 0.13 0.09 0.07 0.09 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.26 0.25 0.25 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.32 0.25 023 0.16 020

10 Mutual Influence 0.25 0.21 0.11 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.02 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.16 0.15 0.09 -0.09 -0.06 -0.03 0.20 0.31 025 020 020
11 Work Autonomy 0.39 0.33 0.29 024 026 027 026 025 0.27 025 026 0.30 029 0.17 0.08 0.08 0.14 0.33 0.46 0.35 0.27 0.32

12 Work Negotiation 0.59 0.45 0.54 0.48 0.54 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.51 0.48 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.39 0.38 0.35 0.40 0.56 0.66 0.56 0.48 0.45

13
Professional
Effort 0.62 0.41 0.56 0.60 0.69 0.65 0.64 0.67 0.66 0.62 0.60 0.58 0.56 0.47 0.53 0.51 0.53 0.62 0.63 0.59 0.56 0.53

14 Personal Effort 0.62 0.36 0.51 0.57 0.64 0.64 0.63 0.65 0.57 0.56 0.55 0.58 0.56 0.51 0.55 0.54 0.56 0.66 0.70 0.68 0.67 0.53

15

Follower 
Innovation and
Usefulness 0.64 0.40 0.51 0.56 0.60 0.61 0.60 0.61 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.57 0.53 0.47 0.52 0.51 0.53 0.67 0.74 0.75 0.74 0.52

16
Follower
Performance 0.69 0.36 0.48 0.53 0.55 0.55 0.52 0.52 0.43 0.43 0.44 0.54 0.52 0.44 0.46 0.44 0.48 0.63 0.72 0.75 0.75 0.52

17
Contractual
Obligation 0.86 0.63 0.57 0.59 0.58 0.58 0.55 0.54 0.48 0.47 0.50 0.52 0.47 0.35 0.41 0.39 0.45 0.59 0.65 0.66 0.68 0.50

Note r>.18 significant at .05 level



Table 2 Continued:

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

LA
W

Upper-Level M SD rtt
13 Functional Autonomy 3.800 0.55 0.621
19 Collegial Interaction 3.808 0.52 0.743
20 Conflict Resolution 3.689 0.53 0.618
21 Competition Management 3.647 0.61 0.636

Sub-organization 
22 Maintenance 3.575 0.71 0.624

Respect for Subordinate 
23 Power Base 3.411 0.72 0.665

Recognition of 
Representation 

24 Requirements 3.378 0.78 0.514
25 Advisory Influence 3.358 0.80 0.748

Dissemination of Leader 
26 Views 3.364 0.82 0.648

Negotiation within System 
27 Structure 3.347 0.78 0.588

Maintenance o f Group 
28 Working Reladonship 3.267 0.78 0.660

Demonstration o f System 
29 Commitment 3.578 0.75 0.652

Adherence to the 
30 Normative Process 3.697 0.74 0.479

Consensual Growth 
31 Creation 3.819 0.72 0.645

Collaborative Issues 
32 Structure 3.353 0.75 0.643
33 Overall Follower 3.117 0.78 0.643
34 Overall Leader Influence 2.942 0.88 0.625

LMX-7
Leader understanding of 

35 follower 3.386 0.67 0.588
Leader use of power to help 

36 followers 3.342 0.73 0.587
37 Leader defense o f follower 3.300 0.84 0.574

Follower defense o f the 
38 leader 3.203 0.98 0.652

Favorability o f working 
39 relationships 3.369 0.97 0.678

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
0.48 0.46 0.49 0.46 0.41 0.25 0.29 0.28 0.35 0.46 0.60 0.59 0.60 0.53
0.42 0.39 0.41 0.31 0.22 0.05 0.12 0.13 0.22 0.34 0.41 0.39 0.36 0.34
0.58 0.55 0.56 0.49 0.42 0.26 0.36 0.36 0.41 0.43 0.51 0.52 0.50 0.44
0.72 0.69 0.70 0.63 0.53 0.39 0.52 0.51 0.54 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.49 0.46

0.80 0.78 0.77 0.71 0.63 0.48 0.58 0.56 0.57 0.53 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.50

0.81 0.78 0.78 0.74 0.64 0.49 0.60 0.58 0.57 0.55 0.54 0.49 0.50 0.47

0.84 0.79 0.79 0.76 0.65 0.53 0.64 0.65 0.61 0.56 0.55 0.50 0.50 0.45
0.89 0.84 0.81 0.77 0.66 0.55 0.68 0.70 0.66 0.56 0.49 0.47 0.43 0.43

1.00 0.97 0.94 0.68 0.58 0.43 0.62 0.63 0.61 0.47 0.43 0.40 0.42 0.42

1.00 0.96 0.70 0.55 0.40 0.58 0.59 0.58 0.46 0.43 0.39 0.37 0.39

1.00 0.75 0.62 0.41 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.45 0.43 0.43 0.41 0.41

1.00 0.91 0.76 0.64 0.63 0.65 0.56 0.49 0.48 0.44 0.44

1.00 0.87 0.72 0.64 0.68 0.56 0.50 0.50 0.47 0.41

LOO 0.83 0.75 0.68 0.56 0.39 0.38 0.35 0.30

1.00 0.94 0.87 0.59 0.43 0.41 0.40 0.32
1.00 0.93 0.61 0.43 0.41 0.40 0.32

1.00 0.69 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.35

1.00 0.65 0^6 0.53 0.46

1.00 0.92 0.83 0.54
1.00 0.94 0.61

1.00 0.66

1.00

Note r>.18 significant at .05 level



Table 3 Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations for General Measures of Leader Perfo

Ul

M SD i 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 1@ 11 12
1) Number of Positive Contributions 5.30 5.07 1.00 -.12 .76 -.14 .28 .45 .42 23 .13 .31 29 .5
2) Number ofNegative Contributions 3.68 4.64 1.00 .13 .81 .05 .02 .25 .15 .11 -.38 -26 -.49
3) Number of Different Types of Positive Contributions 2.88 2.81 1.00 -.05 .31 .37 .25 .19 .05 20 .28 .38
4) Number of Different Types ofNegative Contributions 2.22 2.52 1.00 -.04 .06 -.26 .18 .13 -.33 -.34 -.42
5) Number of Institutions Established by the Leader 2.46 2.54 1.00 .15 21 .07 .09 .43 26 .12
6) Amount of Leader Contribution to Society 2.84 1.35 1.00 .56 .62 .43 .51 .36 .36
7) Length ofTime Contribution Lasted 3J4 1.50 1.00 .39 .19 .68 .69 .51
8) Number of People Effected by Leader 3.10 1.25 1.00 2 4 .30 22 .30
9) Mass Movement Initiation 2.14 1.41 1.00 .37 .01 .10
10) Long-term Agenda Maintenance 3.01 1.53 1.00 .50 .52
11) Degree Institutions Established Still in Existence 2.98 1.72 1.00 .42
12) Biographer's Evaluation of Leader 3.57 1.35 1.00

r>.17 significant beyond .05 level



Table 4; Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations for Covariate Measures

M SE 1 2 3 4 5 6 2 8 9
1) Organizational Size 3.43 1.22 1.00

2) Geographic Region 2.68 2.25 0.31 1.00

3) Pre- or Post-World War II 1.58 0.50 0.06 -0.23 1.00

4) Length of Power (years) 19.36 13.83 -0.32 -0.20 -0.05 1.00

5) Close Follower Demographic Similarity 1.05 0.22 4).02 0.05 0.12 0.00 1.00

6) Method of Rise to Power 2.48 1.21 -0.44 -0.22 -0.19 0.41 0.04 1.00

7) General Follower Similarity 1.09 0.29 -0.02 0.01 0.09 0.08 0.72 0.16 1.00

8) Biography Translation 1.97 0.18 -0.13 -0.23 -0.06 0.03 0.04 0.11 0.06 1.00

9) Amount of Political Conflict 2.20 0.83 0.38 0.52 -0.06 -0.40 -0.15 -0.31 -0.11 -0.18 1.00
10) Extent of Industrialization 1.13 0.34 0.23 0.18 0.18 -0.07 -0.09 -0.02 0.05 -0.06 0.26
11) Organizational Type (Business, Social, Country) 2.16 1.45 -0.57 -0.25 0.02 0.28 0.13 0.35 0.07 0.15 -0.26

IQ i i

1.00

-0.32 1.00

r>.20 significant beyond .05 level



Table 5: Means and Standard Deviations for All Measures of Leader-member Exchange Relationships

Charismatic Pragmatic
M SD M SD SD

Attitudinal Similarity 3.72 0.58 3.55 0.71 3.50 0.73
Loyalty 3.92 0.47 3.77 0.55 3.70 0.72
Level o f Trust 3.83 0.41 3.65 0.55 3.73 0.68
Rewards 3.95 0.38 3,72 0.68 3.80 0.57
Communication Quality 3.70 0.46 3.68 0.71 3.68 0.52
Relationship Stability 3.87 0.41 3.90 0.68 3,88 0.47
Level o f Contact 3.80 0.53 4.05 0.70 3.93 0.68
Level o f Collaboration 3.53 0.58 3.57 0.59 3.58 0.69
Decision-making Participation 3,10 0.66 2.90 0.48 3.12 0.70
Mutual Influence 2.92 0.70 2.53 0.63 2.85 0.85
Work Autonomy 3.32 0.44 3.05 0.67 3.27 0.75
Work Negotiation 3.67 0.52 3.60 0.74 3.62 0.85
Professional Effort 4.03 0.49 4.03 0.65 3.87 0.85
Personal Effort 3.97 0.57 3.90 0.61 3.70 0.88
FollowCT iimovation and Dsefidness 4.07 0.66 3.97 0.69 3.72 0.88
Follower Performance 4.05 0.70 3.92 0.74 3.72 0.91
Contractual Obligation 4.07 0.57 3.90 0.55 3,78 0.69
Functional Autonomy 4.07 0.41 3.82 0.51 3.78 0.62
Collegial Interaction 4.02 0.41 3.80 0.53 3.90 0.60
Conflict Resolution 3.90 0.43 3.78 0.49 3.77 0.59
Competition Management 3.87 0.49 3.90 0.60 3.68 0.60
Sub-organization Maintenance 3.82 0.51 3.93 0.72 3.62 0.62
Respect for Subordinate Power Base 3.67 0.55 3.70 0.67 3.43 0.67
Recognition o f Representation Requirements 3.58 0.67 3.70 0.67 3.47 0.78
Advisory Influence 3.58 0.63 3.73 0.67 3.38 0.81
Dissemination o f Leader Views 3.45 0.70 3.75 0.78 3.45 0.73
Negotiation within System Structure 3.43 0.65 3.70 0.78 3.42 0.73
Maintenance o f Group Working Relationship 3.32 0.70 3.62 0.77 3.30 0.76
Demonstration of System Commitment Requirements 3.65 0.70 3.88 0.79 3.60 0.78
Adherence to the Normative Process 3.70 0.67 4.03 0.73 3.75 0.72
Consensual Growth Creation 3.77 0.75 4.15 0.59 3.97 0.76
Collaborative Issues Structure 3.35 0.70 3.90 0.66 3.47 0.56
Overall Follower Influence 3.10 0.78 3.72 0.66 3.22 0.58
Overall Leader Influence 2.97 0.79 3.62 0.72 3.00 0.79
How well does the leader understand the followers’ job problems and needs?
Regardless of how much formal authority he/she has built into his/her position, what are the chances that the leader

3.57 0.58 3.68 0.56 3.50 0.67

would use his/her power to help the followers solve problems in tbeir work?
Regardless of the amount of formal authority the leader has, what are the chances that b e # e  would “bail the

3.70 0.64 3.45 0.60 3.32 0.83

followers oo f at his/her expense?
The followers have enou^ contidence in their leader that they would defend and justify the leader’s decision if

3.62 0.67 3.50 0.80 3,17 0.90

he/she were not present to do so. 3.62 0.75 3.40 0.98 3.05 1,07
How would you characterize the followers’ working relationships wifli the leader? 3.60 0.64 3.52 0.86 3 j8 0.81



Table 5 Continued: Means and Standard Deviations for All Measures of Leader-member Exchange Relationships

Lfl'J

Charismatic

SD X SD X SD
Attitudinal Similarity 3.32 0.60 3.30 0.81 3 j2 0.82
Loyalty 3.48 0.56 3J7 0.75 3.67 0.78
Level o f Trast 3.80 0.69 3.87 0.67 3.88 0.74
Rewards 4.13 0.63 4.18 0.59 4.02 0.75
Communication Quality 3.98 0.60 3.87 0.55 3.97 0.65
Relationship Stability 3.82 0.58 3.73 0.62 3.90 0.50
Level o f Contact 3.53 0.80 3.58 0.69 3.83 0.68
Level of Collaboration 3.52 0.75 3.35 0.55 3.57 0.68
Decision-making Participation 3.30 0.84 2.95 0.53 3,42 0.75
Mutual Influence 3.28 0.83 2.77 0.84 3.22 0.93
Work Autonomy 3 j3 0.77 3.22 0.74 3.45 0.68
Woik Negotiation 3.30 0.65 3.63 0.74 3.47 0.70
Professional Effort 3.40 0.71 3.90 0.65 3.55 0.71
Personal Effort 3.42 0.77 3.68 0.56 3.38 0.77
Follower Innovation and Usefiilness 3.53 0.87 3.68 0.63 3.35 0.75
Follower Performance 3.62 0.97 3.65 0.58 3.45 0.74
Contractual Obligation 3.68 0.72 3.75 0.51 3.50 0.67
Functional Autonomy 3.73 0.55 3.78 0.46 3.62 0.64
Collegial Interaction 3.73 0.44 3.68 0.45 3.72 0.62
Conflict Resolution 3.40 0.53 3.68 0.38 3.60 0.65
Competition Management 3.25 0.58 3.63 0.48 3.55 0.71
Sub-organization Maintenance 3.00 0.73 3.72 0.61 3.37 0.70
Respect for Subordinate Power Base 3.02 0.70 3.48 0.74 3.17 0.78
Recognition of Representation Requirements 2.97 0.79 3.45 0.75 3.10 0.87
Advisory Influence 2.95 0.76 3.43 0.77 3.07 0.92
Dissemination o f Leader Views 2.M 0.91 3.52 0.70 3.13 0.89
Negotiation within System Structure 2.93 0.78 3.50 0.75 3.10 0.82
Maintenance o f Group Working Relationship 2.92 0.81 3.40 0.75 3.05 0.77
Demonstration of System Commitment Requirements 3.45 0.81 3.62 0.69 3.27 0.69
Adherence to the Normative Process 3.48 0.81 3.78 0.65 3.43 0.77
Consensual Growth Creation 3.57 0.80 3.88 0.60 3.58 0.70
Collaborative Issues Structure 2.87 0.69 3.45 0.67 3.08 0.82
Overall Follower Influence 2.65 0.68 3.20 0.70 2.82 0.89
Overall Leader Influence 2.45 0.83 2,98 0.87 2.63 0.91
How well does the leader understand the followers’ job problems and needs? 3.10 0.63 3.27 0.79 3.20 0.66
Regardless of how much formal authority he/she has built into his/her position, what are the chances that the leader 
would use his/her power to help the followers solve problems in their work? 3.32 0.81 3.33 0.68 2.93 0.65
Regardless of the amount of foimal authority the leader has, what are the chances that he/she would “bail the 
followers out” at his/her expense? 3.32 1.00 3J8 0.80 2.92 0.76
The followers have enou^ confidence in dieir leader that they would defend and justify the leader’s decision if 
he/she were not present to do so. 3 jg 1.17 3.07 0.88 2.80 0.84
How would you characterize the followers’ working relationships with the leader? 3.32 0.91 3.10 0.82 3.40 1.55



Table 6: Summary Results of Multivariate Analysis of Covariance

Normative Upper-level LMX-7
Covariates F DF P n F DF P n F DF P n
Close Follower Demographic Similarity 
Geographic Region

1.586 17,97 0.083 0.218
1.353 5.108 0.248 0.059

Biography Translation - - - - - - - 6.112 5,108 0.001 0.221

Main Effects
Orientation (Socialized versus Personalized) 2.710 17,97 0.001 0.322 1.695 17,98 0.056 0.246 2.371 5,108 0.044 0.099
Style (Charismatic, Ideological, Pragmatic) 1.524 17,98 0.102 0.209 3.034 17,99 0.001 0.355 3.902 5,109 0.003 0.152

Interaction
Orientation x Style 0.879 17,98 0.559 0.132 1.058 17,99 0.405 0.159 2.094 5,109 0.072 0.088

LO00

Note;
F = F Ratio
DF = Degrees of Freedom
P = Significance Level (Determined by using Roÿs Largest Root) 
n = Effect Size



VO

Table 7: Orientation Univariate Results fbr Normative Scales

Socialized Personalized
M 5E F DF P 1]

1) Attitudinal Similarity 3.597 0.093 3.370 0.093 2.97 1,97 0.088 0.026
2) Loyalty 3.794 0.085 3.573 0.085 3.36 1,97 0.069 0.029
3) Rewards 3.818 0.079 4.115 0.079 6.95 1,97 0.010 0.058
4) Communication Quality 3.685 0.076 3.943 0.076 5.59 1,97 0.020 0.047
5) Level of Contact 3.929 0.090 3.648 0.090 4.86 1,97 0.030 0.041
6) Decision-making Participation 3.026 0.087 3.235 0.087 2.84 1,97 0.095 0.025
7) Mutual Influence 2.748 0.104 3.108 0.104 5.96 1,97 0.016 0.05
8) Professional ESbrt 3.974 0.090 3.620 0.090 7.70 1,97 0.006 0.064
9) Personal Effort 3.867 0.093 3.483 0.093 8.36 1,97 0.005 0.069
10) Follower Innovation and UseAilness 3.929 0.098 3.509 0.098 9.11 1,97 0.003 0.075
11) Follower Performance 3.915 0.101 3.551 0.101 6.43 1,97 0.013 0.054
12) Contractual Obligation 3.920 0.081 3.641 0.081 5.83 1,97 0.017 0.049
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Table 8: Orientation Univariate Reanlta for Upper-Level Scales
Socialized Personalized

M 5^ M Œ F DF P n
1) Functional Autonomy 3.889 0.070 3.711 0.070 3.23 1,98 0.074 0.02775
2) Collegial Interaction 3.906 0.067 3.711 0.067 4.24 1,98 0.042 0.03584
3) Conflict Resolution 3.817 0.067 3.561 0.067 7.22 1,98 0.008 0.05959
4) Competition Management 3.817 0,075 3.478 0.075 10.16 1,98 0.002 0.0818
5) Sub-organization Maintenance 3.789 0.084 3.361 0.084 12.83 1,98 0.001 0.10115
6) Respect for Subordinate Power Base 3.600 0.089 3.222 0.089 9.02 1,98 0.003 0.07334
7 ) Recognition of Representation Requirements 3.583 0.098 3.172 0.098 8.86 1,98 0.004 0.07214
8) Advisory Influence 3.567 0.099 3.150 0.099 8.89 1,98 0.004 0.0723
9) Dissemination of Leader Views 3.550 0.102 3.178 0.102 6.69 1,98 0.011 0.05546
10) Negotiation within System Structure 3.517 0.098 3.178 0.098 6.03 1,98 0.016 0.05024
11) Maintenance of Group Working Relationship 3.411 0.098 3.122 0.098 4.30 1,98 0.04 0.03638
12) Demonstration of System Commitment Requirements 3.711 0.096 3.444 0.096 3.83 1,98 0.053 0.03253
13) Adherence to the Normative Process 3.828 0.094 3.567 0.094 3.88 1,98 0.051 0.0329
14) Consensual Growth Creation 3.961 0.091 3.678 0.091 4.85 1,98 0.03 0.04081
15) Collaborative Issues Structure 3.572 0.089 3.133 0.089 12.27 1,98 0.001 0.0972
16) Overall Follower Influence 3.344 0.093 2.889 0.093 11.92 1,98 0.001 0.09465
17) Overall Leader Influence 3.194 0.106 2.689 0.106 11.41 1,98 0.001 0.09096



Tmble 9: Style Umlvmrlmte Regnlt» for Upper-Levd Scale»

Ideological Charismatic Pragmatic
W 8E M SE W SE F DF P n

1) Sub-organization Maintenance 3.825 0.103 3.408 0.103 3.492 0.103 4.54 2 .99 0.013 0.07383
2) Advisory Influence 3.583 0.121 3.267 0.121 3.225 0.121 2.62 2 ,99 0.077 0.04395
3) Dissemination o f Leader Views 3.633 0.125 3.167 0.125 3.292 0.125 3.76 2 ,99 0.026 0.06187
4) Negotiation within System Stracture 3.000 0.120 3.183 0.120 3.258 0.120 3.45 2,99 0.035 0.05713
5) Maintenance o f  Group Working Relationship 3.508 0.121 3.117 0.121 3.175 0.121 3.07 2,99 0.050 0.05112
6) Adherence to the Normative Process 3.908 0.115 3.592 0.115 3.582 0.115 2.54 2,99 0.084 0.04259
7) Consensual Growth Creation 4.017 0.111 3.867 0.111 3.775 0.111 2.59 2,99 0.080 0.04341
8) Collaborative Issues Structure 3.675 0.108 3.108 0.108 3.275 0.108 7.21 2,99 0.001 0.11223
9) Overall Follower Influence 3.458 0.114 2.875 0.114 3.017 0.114 7.09 2,99 0.001 0.11059
10) Overall Leader Influence 3.300 0.130 2.708 0.130 2.817 0.130 5.91 2,99 0.004 0.09388



Tmbk 10: Orkmtmdom Umlvmilmte RemNm for LMX-7 Item»

1) How well does the leader understand the followers’ job problems and needs?
Regardless o f how much formal authority he/she has built into his/her position, what are the 
chances that the leader would use his/her power to help the followers solve problems in their

2) work?
The followers have enough confidence in their leader that they would defend and justify the

3) leader’s decision if  he/she were not present to do so.

Socialized Personalized
M & E M & E F D F P  n 

3.583 0.085 3.189 0.085 4.65 1,108 0.001 0.088

3.485 0.09 3.199 0.09 2.46 1,108 0.05 0.043

3J51 0.123 3.055 0.123 2.63 1,108 0.1 0.025
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Table 11: Style Univariate Results for LMX-7 Items

Charismatic
M SE M 5K SE F DF P 0

Regardless of how much formal authority he/she has built into his/her position,
what are the chances that the leader would use his/her power to help the

1) followers solve problems in their work? 3.417 0.111 3.528 0.11 3.09 0.112 4.304 2.109 0.010 0.071
Regardless of the amount of formal authority the leader has, what are the

2) chances that he/she would “bail the followers out” at his/her expense? 3.419 0.131 3.485 0.13 2.996 0.132 4.011 1109 0.05 0.067
The followers have enough confidence in their leader that they would defend

3) and justify the leader’s decision if he/she were not present to do so. 3.263 0.152 3.471 0.151 1875 0.153 3.88 1109 0.05 0.065



Table 12: SigniGcant Discriminant Functions for Style

OLMX Variables

Function 1: Shared Direction (.555, g<01)

Loading Scnres

Collaborative Issues Structure 
Collegial Interactiou 
Conq)etition Management 
Conflict Resolution 
Consensual Growth Creation 
Dissemination of Leader Views 
Maintenance of Group Working Relationship 
Negotiation within System Structure 
Overall Follower Influence 
Overall Leader Influence 
Sub-organization Maintenance 

Charismatic 
Ideoiogical 
Pragmatic

0.483
- 0.158 

0.208 
0.095 
0.300 
0.352 
0.306 
0.327 
0.471 
0.419 
0.361

- 0.838 
0.770 
0.007

LMX-7 Variables

Function One: Mutual Exchange of Support (r> J34, p <033)

How would you characterize the followers' working 
relationships with the leader?

Regardless of how much formal authority he/she has built 
into his/her position, what are the chances that the 
leader would use his/her power to help the fbllowers 
solve problems in their work?

The fbllowers have enough conGdence in their leader that 
they would defend and justi^ the leader's decision if  
he/she were not present to do so.

Charismatic
Ideological
Pragmatic

0.169

0.559

0.596
0.481
0.136
0J44
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Table 13: SlgmîGcant Discriminant Functions for Orientation
Loadine Scores

LMX Variables
Fonction One: Intrinsic vs. Extrinsic (r>.557, E <001)
Attitudinal Similarity 0.225
Communication Quality - 0.326
Contractual Obligation 0.329
Decision-making Participation - 0.203
Follower Innovation and Usefulness 0.393
Follower Performance 0.311
Level of Collaboration 0.099
Level of Contact 0.305
Level of Trust - 0.134
Loyalty 0.260
Mutual Influence - 0.297
Personal ESbrt 0.378
Professional ESbrt 0.392
Relationship Stability 0.092
Rewards - 0.361
Work Autonomy - 0.098
Work Negotiation 0.173

Socialized 0.664
Personalized - 0.664

OLMX Variables
Function One: Team Leadership (r>.432, p <16)
Sub-organization Maintenance 0.660
Collaborative Issues Structure 0.645
Overall Follower Influence 0.636
Overall Leader Influence 0.627
Competition Management 0.606
Respect fbr Subordinate Power Base 0.571
Recognition of Representation Requirements 0.569
Advisory Influence 0.567
Conflict Resolution 0.517
Dissemination ofLeader Views 0.488
Negotiation within System Structure 0.465
Consensual Growth Creation 0.420
Collegial Interaction 0.399
Maintenance of Group Working Relationship 0.395
Adherence to the Normative Process 0.377
Demonstration of System Commitment Requirements 0.376
Functional Autonomy 0.346

Socialized 0.475
Personalized - 0.475
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Table 13 Contlnaed: SlgnlQcant Discriminant Functions for Orientation 

LMX-7 Variables

Fonction One: Follower Support (r>309, p <05)

Regardless of the amount of formal authority the leader has, 
what are the chances that he/she would "bail (he 
followers out" at his/her expense? 0.475

How well does the leader understand the followers' job 
problems and needs?

0.948
How would you characterize the followers' working

relationships with the leader? 0.312
Regardless of how much formal authority he/she has built 

into his/her position, what are the chances that the 
leader would use his/her power to help the followers 
solve problems in their work? 0.637

The followers have enough confidence in their leader that 
they would defend and justify the leader's decision if 
he/she were not present to do so. 0.491

Socialized 0J22
Personalized -  0J22
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Table 14: Correlaüong of Performance Criteria with Discriminant Functions Summarizing Mffwrences Among Leaders

Intrinsic vs. Shared Leaders' Mutual Exchar
Criteria Extrinsic Team Leadershin Direction Follower Sunoort of Support

1 ) Amount of leader contribution to society 0.09 0.11 0.16 -0.07 -0.05
2) Length of time contribution Lasted 0.14 0.26 0.18 023 0.01
3) Number of People Effected by Leader 0.03 0.17 0.09 -0.02 -0.05
4) Biographer's Evaluation of Leader 0.44 0.4 0.3 029 -0.03
5) Number of Positive contributions 0.29 022 0.13 0.12 0.06
6) Number ofNegative Contributions -0.35 -026 -023 -025 0.04
7) Number of different Types of Positive Contributions 021 024 024 0.15 -0.01
8) Number of Different Types ofNegative Contributions -0.31 -0.21 -0.18 -0.17 0.08
9) Degree Institutions Established Still in Existence 02 024 0.15 0.19 -0.05
10) Number of Institutions Established by the Leader 0.11 0.24 0.19 0.06 -0.04
11) Long-term Agenda Maintenance 0.19 0.33 023 026 -0.02
12) Mass Movement Initiation 0.01 0.01 0.02 -0.03 0.18
13) Post-power Relationship Maintenance 0.35 0.3 0.03 025 -0.04
14) Post-power Follower Contact and Communication 0.47 0.4 0.17 0.33 -0.03

Note r>.18 significant at .05 level
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00

R r2_ P Significant Functions Beta Weight HighGrouD Low Groun

1) How much did the leader contribute to society? - - - None - - -

2) How long did these contributions last? 0J3 0.050 0.01 Intrinsic vs Extrinsic 0230 Socialized Personalized

3) How many people did this leader effect? 026 0.07 0.01 Team Leadership 0200 Socialized Personalized

4) How favorably did the author view the leader? 048 023 0.001 Intrinsic vs Extrinsic 
Shared Direction

0290
0280

Socialized
Ideological

Personalized
Charismatic

5) How many positive contributions did the leader
make?

029 028 0201 Intrinsic vs Extrinsic 0.290 Socialized Personalized

6) How many negative contributions did the leader 
make?

025 0J2 0.001 Intrinsic vs Extrinsic -0.340 Socialized Personalized

7) How many different types of positive contributions 
did the leader make?

024 0.05 0.008 Team Leadership 0240 Socialized Personalized

8) How many different types of negative contributions 
did the leader make?

021 0.1 0.001 Intrinsic vs Extrinsic 2 2 W Socialized Personalized

9) To what degree do the institutions established still 
exist?

0270 023 0202 Intrinsic vs Extrinsic 0220 Socialized Personalized

10) How many institutions were established by the None
leader?



TABLE 15 Continued: Sununmry of Regresdon Reeuit:

R P Significant Functions Beta Weight High Group Low Group

11) Did the leader have a vision that was maintained 0J2 0.1 oxmi Intrinsic vs Extrinsic 0.230 Socialized Personalized
after they were out of power?

Shared Direction 0390 Ideological Charismatic

12) Did the leader effect mass movements? &26 0.06 0.016 Mutual Exchange of Support Ô ZIO Charismatic Pragmatic

13) Did the leader maintain a positive relationship with 035 032 0.001 Intrinsic vs Extrinsic 0350 Socialized Personalized
the followers?

14) Did they remain in contact after term of power was 0.5 0.25 0001 Intrinsic vs Extrinsic 0.410 Socialized Personalized
over?

Leader's Follower Support 0390 Socialized Personalized
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Appendix Two: 

Leader-Member Exchange Rating Scales
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1) Attltudimal Similarity
How similar are the ideas and attitudes concerning key organizational
issues between the leader and the follower?
1-The belief of the leader and the 6)Uower completely oppose each other. 

Follower acts in such a way that this opposition is demonstrated.
3-FoUower may sometimes disagree with the attitudes and beliefs o f the

leader. Leader will listen to follower point of view but will ultimately 
make own decision.

5-Attitudes of leader and follower are conq)letely the same. Follower does 
not question the belie6 of the leader.

2) Loyalty
How important is follower loyalty to the leader?
1-Leader does not consider loyalty to be an important trait in a follower.
3-Leader is indiSerent regarding follower loyalty. He will not care one way 

or the other whether the follower is loyal or not.
5-Loyalty is veiy important to the leader. Disloyal followers will be punished 

and very loyal 6)llowers will be rewarded.

3) Level of Trust
What Is the degree of trust that the leader has in the follower to carry out
everyday organizational activities?
1 -Leader does not trust the follower at all in any capacity. Does not allow the 

follower to do anything on their own not because they are not capable 
of perAmning tasks, but because they are not trusted.

3-Leader trusts the follower to come extent but does not allow the follower to 
make any major decisions their own.

5-Leader completely trusts the follower to carry out any organizational
activities on there own.

4) Rewards
How much does the leader rely on monetary bonuses or praise to reward
followers?
1 - The leader does not provide his followers with any monetary bonuses or 

praise.
3 - The leader will sometimes provide followers with bonuses or praise for a 

job well done.
5 - The leader provides bonuses and praise on a regular basis to close 

followers.
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5) Communication Quality
What is the quality (Le. clarity, quantity, degree of follower input) of the
communications between the leader and the follower?
1 -  Quality of communications is very low. Leader will be ambiguous and 

followers will have not input into communications.
3 -  Quality of communications vary. At times the leader will be ambiguous 

but at other times communications will be direct and understandable. 
Followers have some input during communications.

5 -  Leader and follower have high quality communications where orders are 
direct and understandable. Followers have a great deal of input during 
communications.

6) Relationship Stability
How stable Is the relationship between the leader and the follower?
1-The relationship is short-lived and only 6)r the term of a single project.
3-Relationship lasts until term of leadership is over.
5-Relationships are long-term and continue long after the term of leado-ship is 

over.

7) Level of Contact
How much does the leader stay In contact with his followers?
1-The leader has a very small amount of contact with the fbllowe".
3-The leader has a moderate amount of contât ^ th  the R)llower. They only 

speakafewtimespermonth.
5-The leader is in constant contact with the follower. They speak to each 

other several times a day.

8) Level of Collaboration
How much does the leader collaborate with his followers?
1-The leader does not collaborate with the follower on any projects.
3-The leader has a moderate amount of collaboration with Âe follower. They 

only collaborate on projects where the follower has a direct interest in 
the outcome.

5-The leader collaborates with the follower on nearly every project, even if 
this project is technically outside of the 6)Uower's area of expertise.

9) Decision-making Participation
How much does the leader involve the follower in organizational decision
making?
1-The leader does not involve the follower in any organizational decision

making.
3-The leader involves the Mlower when making decisions that apply directly 

to the follower's interests or expertise.
5-The leader involves the follower in nearly every organizational decision, 

even if it is outside of the follower's area of expertise or interests.
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10) Mutual Influence
How much do the leader and follower Influence each other in everyday 
organizational and sub-organizational decision-making?
1-The 6)Uower is not influenced by the leader when making eve/yday sub- 

oiganizational decisions and the leader is not influenced by the
5)Uower when making overall organizational decisions. They do not 
act as advisers to each other at all.

3-The follower and the leader influence each other moderately when making 
organizational and sub-organizational decisions. The 

follower will act as an advisor to the leader ̂ e n  the decision applies 
to the sub-organization of the follower 

5-The follower and the leader influence each other greatly when making
organizational and sub-organizational decisions. They act as 

advisors to each other in all decisions.

11) Work Autonomy
To what degree does the leader allow the followers to determine their own 
day-to-day work and goals?
1 - The leader determines all follower activities. The follower has no input 
3 -  The leader allows the follower to determine some daily activities, but 

approves all activities.
5 -  The leader allows the follower to determine his own daily activities.

Approval for daily activities is not required.

12) Work Negotiation
To what degree does the leader negotiate the nature of work with the 

follower?
1 -  The leader does not negotiate any work with the follower. The follower 

must perform all assigned work.
3 -  The leader allows for some negotiation with followers. The follower is 

usually e)q)ect to perform all assigned work, but under special 
circumstances is allowed to negotiate.

5 -  The leader allows the follower to negotiate all work. The follower takes 
an active role in determining the nature of their work.

13) Professional EHbrt
How much eCbrt does the leader put into maintaining the follower
relationship on a professional level?
1 -  The leader puts little eSbrt into maintaining follower relationships. He 

will not take a professional interest in the follower.
3 -  The leader will put some effort into maintaining follower relationships. 

He will take some professional interest in the follower
5 -  The leader puts a great deal of eSbrt into maintaining follower

relationships by taking a professional interest in the follower.
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14) Personal EBbrt
How mnch eObrt does the leader put Into maintaining the follower 
relationship on a personal level?
1 -  The leader puts little efbrt into maintaining follower relationships. He 

will not take a personal interest in the follower.
3 -  The leader will put some ef&rt into maintaining follower relationships.

He will take some personal interest in (he follower 
5 -  The leader puts a great deal of eSbrt into maintaining follower

relationships by taking a personal interest in the follower.

15) Follower Innovation and Usefulness
To what degree do the followers come np with new and useful ideas that
help the leader to attain organizational goals?
1 -  The 6)Uower never comes up with any ideas to help the leader attain 

organizational goals.
3 -  The follower comes up with some ideas to help the leader attain

organizational goals, but they are not particularly new or very usehiL
5 -  The follower often comes up with new and usefW ideas. These ideas are 

often implemented by the leader and have a very positive eSect in the 
attainment or organizational goals.

16) Follower Performance
How successful is the follower In attaining organizational goals?
1 - The follower has trouble in attaining organizational goals and does not 

have high performance.
3 - The follower is able to attain some organizational goals and has a medium 

level of per&rmance.
5 -  The follower plays a critical role in the attainment of organizational goals 

and has a high level o f performance.

17) Contractual Obligation
To what degree is the follower obligated by contract (legal or
psychological) or some other agreement to work with the leader?
1 -  The leader and follower have an informal agreement that they will work 

together. The expectations that the leader has about the Mlower's 
work are very loosely deGned.

3 -  The leader and the follower have a formal agreement to work together, but 
the leader's expectations about the follower's work are only somewhat 
deSned.

5 -  The follower is contractually obligated to the leader. The expectations
that the leader has about the follower's work are very tightly deGned in 
the contract.
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Appendii Three:

Outstanding Leader-Member Exchange Rating Scales
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1) Functional Autonomy
How much autonomy does the leader allow the follower to have when dealing 

with their sub-organization?
1 — The leader keeps tight control over the sub-organization and allows the 

follower to have very little autonomy. All decisions must be cleared by the 
leader before implementation

3 -  The leader allows the follower autonomy, but stays informed of all
follower actions with regard to the sub-organization. At times, the leader may 
take over operations or make decisions for the sub-organizations in times of 
great conflict or need.

5 -  The leader allowed the follower complete autonomy in dealing with the 
sub-organization. He will never take any kind of control over the sub
organization.

2) Collegial Interaction
To what degree do the leader and the follower treat each other as equals?
1 -  The leader and the follower are not equals in the eyes of the leader. The 

leader believes that he is very much above the follower. He does not go to the 
follower for advice and does not value or solicit the opinion of the follower.

3 -  The leader does not believe that he and the follower are equals, but will 
value the f)Uowers opinion and advice to some degree.

5 -  The leader treats the follower as his equal. He goes to the follower for 
advice on organizational matters and values the opinion of the Allower.

3) Conflict Resolutfou
Does the leader help the follower work out conflicts with other followers?
1 -  The leader does not help the follower to work out conflicts with other 

followers in any way.
3 -  The leader will help the follower to wodc out conflicts with followers to 

some extent. While he will expect followers to work out conflicts on 
their own, he will give advice if approached.

5 -  The leader will help the follower to work out conflicts with other 
followers to a great extent. He will take an active part in conflict 
resolution by offering advice, facilitating negotiations, and helping followers 
to reach a conquomise.

4) Competition Management
How competitive are the followers with each other and with the leader?
1 -  The followers and the leader are not competitive at all. The followers

respect the leader's position and do not compete with him in any way because 
of this respect.

3 -  The leader and followers compete to some degree, but do not attempt to 
put others out of power.

5 -  The leader and the followers are in constant conq)etition. The leaders do 
not respect the leader's position and try to devise ways to put the leader out of 
power so that they can take over control of the organization.
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5) Snb-organizaÜon Maintenance
To what degree does the leader allow close foDowers to control snb- 
organlzatlons within the organization and support their decisions with 
regard to the snb-organlzatlon?
1 -  The leader does not allow the followers to have any control over the sub- 

organization. They generally do not accept the input of the follower with 
regard to the sub-organization and change decisions made by the follower.

3 — The leader allows the followers to have some control over the sub
organization. They must approve the decisions of the followers, but 
allow 6)Uowers some input in issues related to the sub-organization.

5 -  The leader allows the followers to have complete control over the sub- 
organization. He will rarely question the decisions of the follower and gives 
die follower a great deal of support

6) Respect for Subordinate Power Base
How much does the leader show respect for the follower's sub-organization?
1 -  The leader shows no respect for the follower's sub-organization. He never 

talks about it publicly or acts as if  it is an important part o f the organization.
3 -  The leader shows a moderate amount of respect for die follower's sub- 

organizadon. He will talk about it in public at times, but will never seem to 
view it as a very inqxirtant part o f the organization.

5 -  The leader shows a great deal of respect for the follower's sub-
organizatioiL He often references it in speeches and in everyday work und 
talks about it as if  it were a very important part of die organization.

7) Recognition of Representation Requirements
To what degree does the leader expect and allow the follower to publicly 
represent their snb-organization?
1 -  The leader neither expects nor allows the follower to publicly represent

the sub-organization. The leader will represent the sub-organization in all 
circumstances.

3 -  The leader eiqiects and allows the hillower to publicly represent the sub- 
organizadon in some circumstances, but in cases of extreme importance will 
choose to represent the sub-organizadon himself 

5 -  The leader expects and allows the follower to publicly represent the sub- 
organizadon in all circumstances.

8) Advisory Influence
To what degree do the followers act as an advisor to the leader?
1 -  The follower does not act as an advisor to the leader in any way. The 

leader never approaches the follower for advice.
3 -  The 6)llower acts as an advisor to the leader when dealing in matters 

regarding the follower's sub-organizadon, but not any other oiganizadonal 
matters. The leader occasionally approaches the follower for advice.

5 -  The follower acts as an advisor to the leader in all matters of the
organizadon. The leader dequently approaches the follower for advice.
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9) Dissemination of Leader Views
How mnch are the followers used to disseminate leader's vlslon/pollcles?
1 — The followers do not and are not expected to disseminate the leader's 

vision or policies to other followers.
3 -  The followers are occasionally expected to disseminate leader vision and 

policies to followers, but do not on a regular basis.
5 -  The leader expects ad the followers do take an active role in disseminating 

the leader's vision or policies to other followers.

10) Negotiation within System Structure
To what degree do the leader and follower engage In deal-making and 
negotiation activities regarding systems Issues such as resources and 
direction to further the sub-organlzatlon?
1 -  The leader and follower engage in no negotiation activities. The leader 

rhakes all decisions with regard to systems issues and does not allow the 
follower to have any input.

3 -  The leader and follower engage in a moderate amount of negotiation. The 
leader allows the follower to negotiation to a moderate degree regarding 
systems issues in sub-organizations, but generally does not make deals with 
followers.

5 -  The leader and follower engage in a high degree of negotiation regarding 
sub-organization systems issues.

11) Maintenance of Group Working Relationship
To what degree does the leader encourage collaborative efforts among 
followers?
1-The leader does not encourage die followers to collaborate on any type of

projects.
3-The leader encourages followers to collaborate on projects that will help 

their sub-organizations.
5-The leader encourages followers to collaborate on all organizational 

projects.

12) Demonstration of System Commitment Requirements
To what degree does the leader require public displays of organizational and 
leader alliance from his close followers?
1-The leader does not require or expect followers to publicly display their 

organizational and leader alliance.
3-The leader will expect public displays of organizational and leader alliance 

in certain situations, but not all. Failure to demonstrate alliance will not result 
in punishment.

5-The leader requires and expects public displays of organizational and leader 
alliance. Failure to do so will result in punishment for the follower or the 
follower's sub-organization.
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13) Adherence to the Normative Process
To what degree is the follower expected to respect the bounds of authority 
placed upon him by the leader?
1 -  The follower is not expected to respect the bounds of authority placed

iqx)n him by the leader. He never has to go to the leader for approval of
anything and is allowed to do anything he wants.

3 -  The follower is somewhat expected to respect the bounds of authority 
places upon him by the leader. Approval must be sought for very important 
things and while the follower has a certain degree of heedom, he is not 
allowed to do whatever he wants.

5 -  The follower is very much e:q)ected to respect the bounds of authority 
placed upon him by the leader. He has to goto the leader for approval of 
everything, including routine daily activities and the leader dictates everything 
he does.

14) Consensual Growth Creation
To what degree does the leader expect the followers to place emphasis on the 
overall growth of the organization rather than their own and their 
organization's needs?
1 -  The leader expects the follower to place emphasis on the growth and needs 

of their own sub-organization rather than the \yhole organization.
3 -  The leader will e;q)ect the follower to place equal emphasis on the growth 

and needs of the organization and the sub-organizatiorL 
5 -  The leader will expect the follower to place a great emphasis on the 

growth and needs of the organization over those of the sub-organization.

15) Collaborative Issues Structure
To what degree does the leader collaborate with the follower when 
determining key priorities and issues?
1-The follower is not influenced by the leader when making hey sub-

organizational priorities and issues and the leader is not influence by the 
leader when making hey organizational priorities and issues. They do not act 
as advisers to each other at all.

3-The follower and the leader influence each other moderately when making 
hey organizational and sub-organizational priorities and issues.

5-The follower and the leader influence each other greatly when deciding h^  
organizational and sub-organizational priorities and issues.
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16) Overall Follower Influence
To what degree does the follower inflnence the leader In overall
organizational matters?
1 -  The follower does not inflnence the leader in overall organizational 

matters at all.
3 -  The follower influences (he leader in overall organizational matters to a 

moderate degree.
5 -  The follower has great influence in overall organizational matters.

17) Overall Leader Influence
To what degree does the leader Influence the follower In snb-organlzatlonal
matters?
1 -  The leader does not influence the follower in sub-organizational matters at 

all.
3 -  The leader influences the follower in sub-organizational matters to a 

moderate degree.
5 -  The leader has great influence over (he follower in sub-organizational 

matters.
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Appendix Four:

Modiûed LMX-7 Scales
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1. Do the followers know where they stand with their leader.. .do they usually know 
how satisGed their leader is with what they do?

 Rarely
 Occasionally
 Sometimes
 Fairly often
 Very often
2. How well does the leader understand the followers' job problems and needs? 
 Not a bit
 A little
 A Mr amount
 Quite a bit
 A great deal
3. How well does die leader recognize the Mlowers' potential?
 Not at all
 A little
 Moderately
 Mostly

Fully
4. Regardless o f how much Airmal authority he/she has built into his/her position, 

what are the chances that the leader would use his/her power to help the followers 
solve problems in their work?

 None
 Small
 Moderate
 High
 Very high
5. Again, regardless of the amount of formal authority the leader has, what are the 

chances that he/she would "bail the followers out" at his/her expense?
 None
 Small
 Moderate
 High
 Very high
6. The followers have enough conGdence in their leader that they would defend and 

justify the leader's decision if he/she were not present to do so.
 Strongly disagree
 Disagree
 Neutral
 Agree
 Strongly agree
7. How would you characterize the followers' working reladonships with the leader? 
 Extremely ineSecGve
 Worse than average
 Average
 Better than average
 Extremely effecGve
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Appendix Five:

Overail Outcome Scales
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1. How much did the leader contribute their society?
1 -  Very little
3 -  A moderate amount 
5 -  A great deal

2. How long did these contributions last?
1 -  Contributions ended immediately after the leader was out of power 
3 -  A moderate amount of time - over 10 years 
5 -  A long time; still continue today -2 0  + years

3. How many people did this leader effect?
1 -  Very &w people -  Less than 100
3 -1000-10,000 people 
5 -  Entire countries, Over 50,000 people

4. How favorably did the author view the leader?
1 -  Not at all favorably
3 -  Neutral
4 -  Very Favorably

5. How many positive contributions did the leader make? (count)

6. How many negative contributions did the leader make? (count)

7. How many difkrent types of positive contributions did the leader make? (count)

8. How many different types of negative contributions did the leader make? (count)

9. Did the leader maintain a positive relationship with the followers throughout their 
term of leadership?
1 -  Positive relationships were not maintained at all
3 -  Relationships were neither positive nor negative -  leader treated 6)Uowers 
neutrally
5 -  Very positive relationships were maintained with the followers

10. To vhat degree do the institutions established still exist?

1 -  All institutions dissolved immediately after the leader was out of power 
3 -  Most institutions lasted a moderate amount of time - over 10 years 
5 -  Most institutions existed for a long time -2 0  + years

11. How many institutions were established by the leader? (count)

12. Did the leader and close followers remain in contact after term of power was 
over?
1 -  All relationships dissolved immediately after the leader was out of power 
3 -  Most relationships lasted a moderate amount of time - over 10 years 
5 -  Most relationships existed for a long time -  20 + years
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13. Did the leader have a vision that was maintained after they were out o f power? 
1 -  Vision and ideas were thrown ont immediately after the leader was out of 
power
3 -  Vision and ideas lasted in the organization for a moderate amount o f time - 
over 10 years
5 -  Vision and ideas lasted in the organization for a long time -2 0  + years

14. To what degree did die leader efkct mass movements?
1 -  The leader did not efkct mass movements at all
3 -  The leader ef&cted mass movements to a moderate degree 
5 -  The leader efGxited mass movements to a very high degree
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